Countless women have been subjected to crimes of violence in times of armed conflict. Violence against women in war is widespread and often systematic. Amnesty International believes that international law can play an important role in stopping, preventing and punishing such atrocities.

This report outlines the main provisions of international law which prohibit violence against women in armed conflict. It addresses international human rights law, international humanitarian law, international criminal law and international refugee law.

States, armed groups and individuals all have responsibilities to protect the rights of women during armed conflicts. This report specifies these duties, in order to help activists countering violence against women in the run-up to war, during hostilities and in post-conflict situations.
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This activists’ toolkit consists of seven related publications designed to be used by all those working to challenge violence against women:

Making rights a reality: Gender awareness workshops (AI Index: ACT 77/035/2004), a general human right education pack on the basic concepts of gender and women’s rights.

Making rights a reality: Campaigning to stop violence against women (AI Index: ACT 77/052/2004), a guide to advocacy. It provides information on practical methods of securing change such as lobbying, using the media and legal advocacy in criminal and civil courts.

Making rights a reality: The duty of states to address violence against women (AI Index: ACT 77/049/2004), a guide to human rights law and standards relating to states’ duties under international law to address violence against women.

Making rights a reality: Violence against women in armed conflict (AI Index: ACT 77/050/2005), a guide to international legal standards relating to violence against women in armed conflict.

Making rights a reality: Human rights education workshop for youth (AI Index: ACT 77/053/2005), a human rights education pack on women’s rights in international law aimed at young people.

Making rights a reality: Human rights education workshop for journalists (AI Index: ACT 77/054/2005), a human rights education pack on women’s rights in international law aimed at people working in the news media.

Making rights a reality: Human rights education workshop for non-governmental organizations (AI Index: ACT 77/055/2005), a human rights education pack on women’s rights in international law aimed at people working
in non-governmental organizations.
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Part One: Introduction

1. An activists’ toolkit

“In Amnesty International’s experience, violations of human rights and international humanitarian law invariably accompany resort to military force.”
Letter from Irene Khan, General Secretary of Amnesty International, to the UN Security Council, October 2002

“Implementation is hampered by continuing inattention to human rights at the national level. Human rights principles, particularly CEDAW [the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women], are frequently not incorporated into domestic law. There is also a lack of knowledge of human rights and legal rights, and limited human rights or legal literacy education. The women whose work is reflected in this study are bringing about change. Their experience and needs form the basis of the link between the local to the global and the global to the local. In so doing, women are transforming the CEDAW into a truly living instrument through being active in this work.”

International Women’s Rights Project, The First CEDAW Impact Study

This report sets out the extent of the legal responsibilities that states, armed groups and individuals have under international law to respect and ensure the rights of women in armed conflict. It encompasses both conflict and post-conflict situations. The emphasis is on state and armed group obligations in relation to violence against women in war, although related abuses by other actors are also addressed.

This report should be read in conjunction with its companion report Making rights a reality: The duty of states to address violence against women (AI Index: ACT 77/049/2004), which addresses domestic violence, violence in the community, relevant criminal law and appropriate remedies for victims and survivors of violence against women. States have a duty to ensure women’s right to freedom from violence no matter what the context – war or peace, the home, the street or the workplace – and regardless of the identity of the perpetrator – parent, husband, partner, colleague, stranger, police officer, combatant or soldier.

Over the past 10 years, international law in various areas has addressed itself to the worldwide phenomenon of violence against women. This has resulted in a complex legal framework. For example, this report and its companion report cover similar acts (for example, rape) in different situations (war and peacetime) by applying some shared and some distinct legal principles.

Law – whether international or national – consists of a variety of specialized branches. Different rules may apply in different kinds of situations, depending on a variety of factors. These include the legal status of the parties involved and the particular circumstances. For example, a state may assume specific responsibilities by agreeing to be bound by a treaty. This in turn may create obligations – and rights – for certain categories of individuals within that state or in its effective control.

The law alone is not enough to protect women from violence. Given the gap between standards on women’s rights and the reality on the ground, ensuring that the law is respected and implemented requires the hard work and advocacy of those who are committed to ensuring that violence is not inflicted on women.

Under international human rights law, states – national governments – bear the primary responsibility for making rights a reality. The key aim of this report and its companion report is to help advocates use international law to press governments to implement their obligations in good faith and in full. Furthermore, armed groups and
others involved in armed conflict must also be put under pressure to live up to international standards prohibiting violence against women in war.

The law is a tool – states, armed groups and individuals are obliged to respect the law. Advocates for women’s equality can use this tool to remind states that fulfilling women’s demands for a life free from violence is not negotiable or discretionary: the state is required to ensure women’s right to freedom from violence. They may also use the law as a tool in their work to influence other target groups, such as local communities or members of armed groups.

Radhika Coomaraswamy, the first UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences, has pointed out that the legal framework to end violence against women is now in place. The problem is that those with power to secure such a transformation in women’s lives are not taking action. They must be challenged, goaded, pressed and inspired to fulfil their obligations in practice.

This toolkit from Amnesty International is a guide to activists and those with influence over public services and policies. These include women survivors of violence, human rights organizations, providers of services to women victims of violence, lawyers, medical professionals, school teachers, academics, social workers, statisticians, police officers, army officers, judges and many more. The toolkit aims to guide them on women’s rights under international law, so that they can challenge states to make rights a reality for women.

This can be done through a variety of techniques, which are described in the advocacy report of this toolkit, *Making rights a reality: Campaigning to stop violence against women* (AI Index: ACT 77/052/2004). These techniques include:

- lobbying parliamentarians to change the law
- pressing ministries and local authorities to improve services, particularly emergency and long-term housing, medical care, and social support, to help women to escape violent situations, to secure justice, and to recover following abuse
- bringing challenges to court on the authorities’ failure to secure rights for women in practice
- harnessing the media to promote progressive messages about women’s rights
  - discussing the causes and costs of violence against women in local communities, and advocating solutions, addressing both men and women
2. Violence against women in armed conflict

Violence against women: definition

The UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women states in Article 1:

“the term ‘violence against women’ means any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life.”

It states in Article 2:

“Violence against women shall be understood to encompass, but not be limited to, the following:

(a) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, including battering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, dowry-related violence, marital rape, female genital mutilation and other traditional practices harmful to women, non-spousal violence and violence related to exploitation;

(b) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution;

(c) Physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated or condoned by the State, wherever it occurs.”

In the view of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW Committee), “gender-based violence... is... violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately”. Further explanation is provided by the NGO Reproductive Health for Refugees Consortium, according to which gender-based violence “encompasses a range of acts of violence committed against females because they are females and against males because they are males, based on how a particular society assigns and views roles and expectations for these people. It includes sexual violence, intimate partner or spouse abuse (domestic violence), emotional and psychological abuse, sex trafficking, forced prostitution, sexual exploitation, sexual harassment, harmful traditional practices... and discriminatory practices based on gender.”

While some abuses such as forced pregnancy may only happen to women, the fact that an abuse like rape may also happen to men, although with less frequency, does not contradict its gender-based nature.

A worldwide problem

The international community has formally acknowledged, in UN Security Council Resolution 1325, that “civilians, particularly women and children, account for the vast majority of those adversely affected by armed conflict, including as refugees and internally displaced persons, and increasingly are targeted by combatants and armed elements”. Violence against women in war is widespread, often systematic, and heinous. Reports come from all regions of the world and from a variety of sources.

Africa

“At a far corner of the camp, next to a ditch, a young mother of newborn twins sat in front of a makeshift hut of twigs and cloth. She looked about 17... She had one tiny baby lying on her legs and another at her left breast. Her right breast was swollen to the size of a basketball. Her eyes teared up and she grimaced with pain when she touched it. Her husband explained that she had given birth to the twins a week before, just as they arrived in the camp; she now had a breast infection and her milk was contaminated... ‘We need antibiotics, but we have no money and no way to get to the town even if we could buy medicine. There is no transport and they won’t let us past the
Americas
“...a group of between six and ten military personnel with their faces concealed by black ski masks showed up at the Mejía’s house again. One of them – the one who had been in charge of the abduction of (Mr. Mejía) – went into the house... and told her she was also considered a subversive... Mrs. Mejía tried to explain to him that neither she nor her husband belonged to any subversive movements; however, without listening to her he began to spray himself with her perfumes and finally raped her... About twenty minutes later the same person... dragged her into the room and raped her again. Raquel Mejía spent the rest of the night in a state of terror that the one who had assaulted her would come back and fearing for her safety and for her husband’s life.”

Asia
“We went back home and we were crying. We couldn’t tell anyone or we would be executed. It was so shameful so we dug a deep hole and covered it.” One of the former “comfort women” subjected to sexual slavery by the Japanese military during the Second World War, explaining why it took decades before they could speak of what had been done to them.

Europe and Central Asia
“Russian soldiers reportedly raped and killed 23-year-old ‘Fira’ (not her real name) and her mother-in-law, after capturing the town of Shali. Fira was approximately six months’ pregnant at the time of her death. Neighbours heard screams and gunshots coming from the house and later discovered the bodies of the two women. One neighbour ‘Malika’ (not her real name), saw the victims bodies: ‘On her breasts, there were dark blue bruises. There was a strangely square bruise on her shoulder. Near her liver, there were also dark bruises. On her neck, there were teeth marks, and her lips also had teeth marks, like someone had bitten her. She had a little hole on the right side of her head, and a big wound on the left side of her head.’”

Middle East and North Africa
“...the fundamentalist armed groups went back to... what they call zaouj al muta or temporary marriage. So, with this justification, many hundreds of women were taken hostage by the fundamentalist armed groups, especially in the countryside, and subjected to a kind of slavery. They had to cook and were sexually abused.” After impregnation, some of these women were murdered.

Forms of abuse against women in conflict
Some of the forms of abuse of women and girls in armed conflict which are most frequently documented are:

Gender-based abuses
- rape
- sexual abuse/assault
- deliberate infection with HIV/AIDS
- pornography
- sexual mutilation
- medical experimentation on women’s sexual and reproductive organs
- enslavement/sexual slavery/forced marriages or forced cohabitation
- forced impregnation/forced pregnancy
- discrimination against children born from conflict-related rapes and their mothers
- enforced sterilization
- forced abortion
- strip searching/forced public nudity/sexual humiliation
- forced veiling/forced unveiling
- abuses carried out in front of others (adds to humiliation)
- abuses or threats of abuse against women to coerce male relatives
- abuses or threats of abuse against women to torture or coerce male relatives
- birth defects, pregnancy complications, sterility due to exposure to chemical weapons\(\textsuperscript{a}\) and other toxic\(\textsuperscript{a}\) or prohibited weapons
- threats to abduction of children
- gender-based forms of arbitrary detention and de facto arbitrary detention
  - in home – by family or by government decree
  - out of home – by armed groups, in rape camps; in state facilities on account of gender
- trafficking in women and girls
- enforced prostitution
- failure to grant refugee status for gender-based harms

Abuses with a disproportionate impact on women or which may be carried out in gender-specific ways
- unlawful killings/deliberate attacks on civilians
- extrajudicial executions
- abductions, “disappearances” or killings of mothers; abductions of babies
- torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (some methods gender-based)
- maiming, wounding
- arbitrary detention (conditions often not suited for women; frequent lack of female guards)
- indiscriminate attacks
- “terrorist” attacks
- use of unlawful weapons
- recruitment of girl child soldiers
- forced recruitment of adult women combatants
- deportation/forced displacement/expulsion
- unfair or summary trials (especially for “collaboration” with enemy)
- forced labour, especially domestic
- impact on women of harm to children and partners

Deprivation of economic, social and cultural rights
- denial/withholding of humanitarian assistance
- lack of food leading to malnutrition (often by custom women eat last; girls are fed last)
- lack of adequate sanitary conditions/supplies, especially during menstruation and breast-feeding
- loss of education, employment (may particularly affect women)
- lack of adequate medical care and rehabilitation, including reproductive and maternal health care
- increasing burden of care responsibilities which in most societies fall disproportionately on women
- “double burdens”: women assume new roles in public sphere, but still keep prior tasks and responsibilities
- house destruction/demolition/expropriation
- property destruction/confiscation

Consequent abuse and discrimination
- magnification of underlying abuses by discrimination, for example, unmarriageability or loss of husband after rape or amputation due to landmines
- victims perceived as “fallen”, “dishonoured” or “disgraced”
- “shame” to family
- “honour killings”/suicides/self-harm following sexual abuse or rumours of sexual abuse
- impunity for perpetrators of gender-based harms (exacerbated by daily impunity for human rights abuse of women)
- perception of women as “secondary” victims
- discrimination in regards to:
  - protection
  - aid
  - rehabilitation
  - reconstruction
  - reintegration
  - repatriation
Particular categories of women at special risk

Some women may face particular danger in conflict situations due to their social position, age, marital status or other factors. Women may fall into more than one of these categories, and thus face an even greater risk of violence. Such categories include:

- girls
- women and girls of child-bearing age
- internally displaced and refugee women and girls
- members of ethnic/religious/racial/sexual minorities
- indigenous women
- poor women
- women activists
- migrant women, including migrant women workers
- female relatives of well-known male figures
- elderly women
- mothers; single mothers
- war widows and other widows; wives/widows of the “disappeared” or abducted men
- women in inter-communal marriages/relationships/families
- orphans
- sex workers
- women in institutions
- women combatants and prisoners of war
- women in detention or internment
- mothers of children born of conflict-related rapes, and girls born after such rapes
- single women

Perpetrators

In time of strife, women face harm at the hands of a wide range of people including state agents, members of armed groups and private individuals. Invading soldiers often commit rape and murder. Many armed groups kidnap women and force them to fight or perform domestic labour. Even those sent to help by the international community, such as aid workers or peacekeepers, have been known to sexually harass or abuse women. Furthermore, it must not be overlooked that “ordinary” violence against women and girls, such as domestic violence and child abuse, battering, rape, or female genital mutilation, is frequently exacerbated by the pressures of a conflict situation. Sometimes protection or redress for such harm is less available than usual or completely unobtainable due to the breakdown of law enforcement. In addition, women may be unwilling or unable to cooperate with agents of a state they see as threatening in the context of the conflict.

Some frequently implicated perpetrators:

- soldiers (own country)
- military and other commanders who order or fail to stop abuses
- law enforcement officials
- unofficial militias/“death squads”/paramilitaries/other groups allied to, acting with consent or acquiescence of the state
- armed groups/non-governmental entities
- organized criminal gangs
- peacekeepers
- non-governmental/UN aid workers (both local and international personnel)
- foreign troops involved in conflict/occupying forces
- third state foreign forces such as soldiers/border guards/refugee camp guards/third state civilians
- community members
- family members
People with responsibility to protect women

Many types of people may commit violence against women in conflict, and a wide range of actors have a responsibility to prevent and punish it. This needs to be borne in mind when developing strategies to combat impunity for such atrocities. As the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has declared: “Everyone must be made responsible for improving the plight of women in times of conflict.”

However, the different actors possess different levels and kinds of responsibility and states remain the primary focus of attention.

Some of the relevant actors are:

States
(executive, judicial, legislative branches; law enforcement, military)
► home state
► second state(s) involved in conflict
► third states:
  ► as parties to Geneva Conventions and other multilateral treaties
  ► in respect of their obligations to the international community (erga omnes)
  ► as recipients of asylum-seekers/refugees
  ► as aid donors
  ► as supporters of involved governments or armed groups

International organizations
► UN
► international financial institutions
► regional organizations

Armed groups

Corporations

Individuals

Key phases

Violence against women occurs at every stage before, during and after conflict. Before full-blown hostilities develop, mounting pressures may increase the incidence of acts of violence against women. In fact, some have suggested that increasing levels of violence against women may be used as a warning sign of armed conflict in prevention and early-warning strategies. Furthermore, the risk of such acts does not end with the close of official military operations: violence against women often continues and is sometimes exacerbated in post-conflict phases.

Therefore, strategies to address violence against women should consider all stages including:
► conflict prevention/pre-conflict phase
► conflict
► flight from conflict
► post-conflict

These phases should be seen fluidly rather than in a strictly sequential way. Women frequently face grave harm long before the threshold is met to trigger international law governing conflict. Some have questioned whether it is ever “peacetime” for women, given the ongoing nature of violence against women.

In addition, there are military-related abuses in non-conflict situations. These include discrimination against women in the military, such as relegation to certain jobs with lower pay, prohibitions on same-sex relations, sexual harassment and abuse. They also include soldiers’ participation in domestic abuse or attacks on women in the community (especially sexual abuse and gender-based murder) around military bases and barracks.

Military structures and militarization are often seen by feminist scholars as perpetuating gender stereotypes – strong male protectors and weak female population – and discriminatory attitudes which foster violence. The use of force is a particularly gendered activity. One contributory factor is the lack of representation of women in the military and its leadership around the world. There are 23 million soldiers in standing armies around the world, of whom some 97 per cent are male, according to anthropologist Joshua Goldstein. Women serving in armed forces tend to be in administrative or “caring” roles. Combat forces have been estimated as being 99 per cent male, reflecting the widespread notion that women are intrinsically unsuited to such activity. A number of states
have made reservations to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women arguing that the principle of equality in public life does not extend to combat-related duties. Women are under-represented in other forms of political organization as well, including governments and intergovernmental organizations, but the under-representation is most extreme in the military sphere.

Of course, women too can violate human rights during wartime, as the images of US women soldiers taunting and ill-treating Iraqi detainees in Abu Ghraib prison attests. But the lack of women in the military and in command positions and combat roles has particular effects on the behaviour of soldiers and on the lives of the women they encounter. There may also be dire consequences for the women in the societies and communities to which fighters return following combat. Some studies have shown higher levels of domestic violence, sexual assault and even spousal murder in post-combat situations.

Types of strife
The level of public violence in a society is used to classify its current situation and determine which international law is applicable. International humanitarian law distinguishes between “armed conflicts” and “situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature” which fall below the threshold of armed conflict and to which humanitarian law does not apply.

The conflict status therefore determines which bodies of international law apply. Though internal armed conflict has been the most frequent form of conflict since the end of the Second World War, less international legal protection is available in such situations than in international armed conflicts.

Human rights are often drastically affected by the onset of armed conflict. However, human rights law is still applicable in any situation of emergency, including armed conflicts in all their variations.

Some human rights may never be suspended in any circumstances. However, several international human rights treaties allow states to derogate from (suspend or restrict) certain human rights guarantees in narrowly defined circumstances, such as an emergency threatening the life of the nation, but only to the extent strictly required by the situation.

It should be noted that the relationship between the humanitarian and human rights branches of international law is not always easy to specify. Even in times of internal strife and armed conflict, Amnesty International encourages states and other parties to conflicts to apply the stricter provisions of international human rights law.

The following list sets out which bodies of international law offer protection in the various different types of situation addressed in this report.

Internal disturbance/state of emergency
International human rights law applies, to the extent that it has not been derogated from or is non-derogable (cannot be suspended or restricted).

Internal armed conflict
International human rights law applies, to the extent that it has not been derogated from or is non-derogable. A subset of the provisions of international humanitarian law also applies (see below).

International armed conflict
The full panoply of international humanitarian law applies. Human rights law applies, to the extent that it has not been derogated from or is non-derogable. Some of its provisions, such as the right to life, are interpreted in light of international humanitarian law.
3. Relevant bodies of law

A number of bodies of law pertain to women in armed conflict. The first, and most obvious, is national law (what international law calls “municipal law”). That is largely beyond the scope of this report, which focuses on international law, but should not be forgotten. At the international level, two primary bodies of law must be closely studied: international human rights law (both at the universal and regional levels) and international humanitarian law. International humanitarian law applies in addition to international human rights law, supplying further protections given the special circumstances of armed conflict. Some of this international law has been rigorously critiqued by feminist scholars. These criticisms are not discussed at any length in this report, which aims to inform activists as to what legal provisions are currently available. However, they must not be forgotten by activists seeking both to use the law to protect women and to shape the progressive development of the law in the future.

This report also touches on several other related and overlapping areas of international law, including international criminal law, international refugee law and the law on the use of force. Crimes against humanity and genocide are covered by human rights law, war crimes are covered by international humanitarian law. All three are covered by international criminal law.

International law

Classical international law focused almost exclusively on relations between states. International law today governs inter-state relations, but also the relationship between states and those within their effective control and even, in some cases, between individuals. Still, state obligations are most often the frame of reference for all of these matters. However, through international criminal law, increasingly, individuals may be held accountable for violating international law.

Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice lists the sources of international law. The primary sources are treaties; international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; and general principles of law. Judicial decisions and the views of the most highly qualified scholars (known as “publicists”) are considered supplemental sources.

Comments by human rights treaty bodies, special human rights mechanisms, and the resolutions of international political bodies such as the UN General Assembly and the Security Council may be considered as authoritative interpretations of binding treaty standards or evidence of principles of customary international law.

Certain rules of international law are of such importance that they are accepted as “peremptory norms” from which states may not deviate. They may not be exempt from their obligation to respect these rules under any circumstances. A peremptory norm, also known as a norm of jure cogniti, is defined in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which governs treaties between states, as “a norm accepted and recognized by the international community of states as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character.”

Treaties are one of the primary sources of inter-national law. Treaties are written agreements between states (or sometimes between states and intergovernmental organizations) governed by international law. A particular treaty is only legally binding on states that choose to adhere to it either by ratifying or acceding to the treaty. This is a sovereign decision, which all states are free to make. Before citing a particular treaty provision, one needs to be certain that the state in question has ratified or acceded to the treaty, or otherwise phrased, is a state party to the treaty. For human rights treaties, this can be checked on the website of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.

A treaty provision can acquire the status of customary international law over time, thus binding on all states including non-parties, but the standard for this is very high. Authoritative commentators have indicated that the principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of sex has been identified as a norm of customary international law.

A treaty may be called a treaty, covenant, convention, pact or protocol and these terms have the same legal effect. A protocol is an additional treaty, appended to an underlying treaty. Sometimes only those states that have ratified the underlying treaty may ratify the Protocol thereto. This is the case for the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. However, in other cases, where the treaty so specifies, states that are not parties to the underlying convention may still become parties to the
The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict is one such instrument.

Furthermore, when ratifying a treaty, a state may register a reservation—a statement limiting the scope of the legal responsibilities which it is undertaking. A state is then bound by the treaty, but with some limits on its obligations. Importantly, a reservation must not be counter to the object and purpose of the treaty, according to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. States have violated this rule with their numerous, sweeping reservations to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW).

To determine the nature of the international law provisions designed to protect women in time of conflict, this report looks at a range of these sources. However, it focuses largely on treaty law, supplemented by comments by human rights treaty bodies, the resolutions of international political bodies such as the UN General Assembly and Security Council, judicial decisions, and the views of experts in the field. Care needs to be taken when assigning value to these sources, so that the most powerful and unassailable legal case can be built.

International human rights law
International human rights law is a subset of international law. It addresses the rights and dignity of all human beings—women, men and children—without discrimination. It provides that states must respect and protect human rights and ensure that those within their jurisdiction enjoy their human rights in practice. Traditionally it has been seen as applying solely to the relationship between the state and individuals. However, more recently it has been recognized that the state also has a responsibility to intervene when individuals act in ways that affect the rights of others.

Human rights law is drawn from treaties such as CEDAW, and from all other types of source discussed above.

International humanitarian law
International humanitarian law applies in situations of armed conflict—not only international wars between states, but also internal armed conflicts between governments and armed groups, or among armed groups. International humanitarian law applies in addition to international human rights law, supplying further protections given the special circumstances of armed conflict. International humanitarian law lays down standards of conduct for combatants (those taking an active part in hostilities) and their leaders. Broadly it seeks to put limits on the means and methods of warfare (for example, there are rules against the use of indiscriminate weapons, perfidy, abusing signs of truce, or using disproportionate methods of achieving military objectives) and to protect those not taking an active part in hostilities from harm—for example, the sick and wounded, the shipwrecked, prisoners of war and civilians. The obligations of states to address violence against women under international humanitarian law are covered in this report.

International humanitarian law prohibits many acts, specifying that particular breaches of the rules are war crimes, and that all states have an obligation to seek out and bring perpetrators of such crimes to justice. Therefore there is a strong link with international criminal law, another area of law covered in this report.

International criminal law
International criminal law relates to crimes under international law, which may be drawn from treaty (for example, the definition of torture under the UN Convention against Torture), custom (for example, the definition of crimes against humanity until they were codified in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court), or international humanitarian law (war crimes, particularly grave breaches of the Geneva Convention and violations of the laws and customs of war).

International criminal law has become particularly pertinent to violence against women over the last 10 years. During this time, the development of definitions of crimes, the jurisprudence of the two ad hoc international criminal tribunals for Rwanda and former Yugoslavia, and the drafting and adoption of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court have defined violence against women more thoroughly than ever before in international law, and in a manner which is more gender-sensitive and reflects to a greater extent the victim’s experience of violence. The methods of investigation and court procedures of these international tribunals are increasingly sensitive to the needs and safety of witnesses and victims, particularly of sexual violence (although there is still much to be done in this area). They provide an important model of good practice for domestic criminal law systems.

International refugee law
The plight of refugees is fundamentally a human rights issue, and many people become refugees because they are fleeing situations of armed conflict. International refugee law is therefore closely connected to human rights law and international humanitarian law. International refugee law provides protection for people forced to flee their country of origin because they are at risk of human rights abuse.
Part Two: INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

4. Legal obligations of parties to armed conflicts under human rights law

States’ legal obligations

States’ underlying obligations under human rights law to prevent violence against women are not diminished by the onset of an armed conflict. These obligations are detailed in the companion report Making rights a reality: The duty of states to address violence against women (AI Index: ACT 77/049/2004).

In the specific context of armed conflicts, states should criminalize, in their domestic laws, gender-based war crimes, crimes against humanity and persecution. They should ensure that any violations are investigated and suspected perpetrators brought to justice. States should provide fully accessible complaints mechanisms to women victims, and a full remedy, including compensation, as well as restitution, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. Public information campaigns need to be carried out, in time of peace and in time of conflict and post-conflict. These are to counter stereotypical attitudes which promote war crimes and other conflict-related violence against women, including members of minority groups or other perceived “enemy” women. Gender-sensitive training must be provided for all military personnel and others involved in the conflict. Specialized counselling and support services need to be created and made available for women victims of armed conflict.

Due diligence and violence against women in armed conflicts

States are obliged under international human rights law to exercise “due diligence” for the protection of women’s human rights. This is discussed in detail in the companion report.

The essence of this obligation has been summarized by the UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women, its causes and consequences:

“States must promote and protect the human rights of women and exercise due diligence:

(a) To prevent, investigate and punish acts of all forms of VAW [violence against women] whether in the home, the workplace, the community or society, in custody or in situations of armed conflict;
(b) To take all measures to empower women and strengthen their economic independence and to protect and promote the full enjoyment of all rights and fundamental freedoms;
(c) To condemn VAW and not invoke custom, tradition or practices in the name of religion or culture to avoid their obligations to eliminate such violence;
(d) To intensify efforts to develop and/or utilize legislative, educational, social and other measures aimed at the prevention of violence, including the dissemination of information, legal literacy campaigns and the training of legal, judicial and health personnel.”

In the context of armed conflicts, this means that states must not only refrain from acts which violate human rights law, but must also take all necessary measures to prevent other actors (enemy forces, armed groups, paramilitaries, organizations and individuals in a woman’s community or family) from committing such acts. As the former UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women, Radhika Coomaraswamy stated: “a State that does not act against crimes of violence against women is as guilty as the perpetrators.” Where states have failed to prevent such abuse, they must ensure reparations and rehabilitation for survivor-victims, and strive to bring perpetrators to justice, whether nationally or internationally.
The due diligence standard

The due diligence standard is used to measure state compliance with international human rights obligations in other areas, as well, most often involving protecting persons from abuses by private actors. In fact, due diligence has become the primary human rights standard for assessing how a government responds to non-state or private abuses.

Evolving over many years in the law on state responsibility, particularly with regard to the protection of “aliens”, the concept crystallized in the 1988 Velázquez-Rodríguez case before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. The court held that an illegal act by a private actor could lead to international legal responsibility of the state if the state failed to exercise “due diligence” to prevent or respond to the violation in question. The factual situation may restrict the scope of this obligation.

Due diligence is about assessing whether a state has “acted with sufficient effort and political will to fulfil its human rights obligations.” Meeting this standard requires that states:

- ensure that their criminal and civil laws adequately protect women, in theory and practice
- ensure that their justice systems consistently hold perpetrators accountable
- actively prevent, investigate and punish violations of women’s human rights
- provide reparations to women victims of human rights violations, including restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition

The former UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women has written that: “States are under a positive duty to prevent, investigate and punish crimes associated with violence against women.”

The due diligence standard means that when a private perpetrator commits an abuse, and the state fails to respond in accordance with law, it thereby is responsible for a human rights violation itself. The Center for Women’s Global Leadership noted, “The failure to exercise due diligence constitutes a human rights violation”, and it went on to explain that where private perpetrators feel that their abuses are tolerated, the state has failed to meet the due diligence test.

The due diligence standard judges whether states have truly fulfilled their duties to respect and ensure human rights, to translate human rights norms from elegant pieces of paper to concrete and effective action. Has the state made policy choices which are adequate to address the issue? Has it committed sufficient resources to this end?

Responsibilities of armed groups

International law traditionally focused on regulating relations between states; it was quite literally inter-national law. In today’s world, the international legal system has been forced to take into account a wide range of other actors including international organizations, individuals, corporations, armed groups and other non-governmental entities. In almost no arena is this more important than with regard to armed conflict, where non-governmental forces and armed groups play a significant role in the perpetration of human rights abuses, including violence against women.

Human right treaties, in a standard analysis, do not address the obligations of armed groups and other non-state actors, which are in any case unable to become formal parties to such agreements. However, some innovative approaches have been developed, by the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in particular, to elicit commitments from some armed groups to abide by certain human rights norms, such as the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Non-treaty standards often speak to the roles and responsibilities of non-state actors directly. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, for example, declares itself as a standard not only for states, but for “every individual and every organ of society”. Other non-treaty standards offer more detailed recommendations regarding the conduct of armed groups.

5. International human rights law: treaties

As described in Making rights a reality: The duty of states to address violence against women, the principle that violence against women is a prohibited form of discrimination and that states must exercise due diligence to prevent,
investigate and punish it is enshrined in many human rights treaties (including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, through General Comment 28). This treaty principle is therefore binding on almost all states.

**Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women**

The UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), adopted in 1979 and a product of the times in which it was drafted, does not use the word “violence” once in its entire text." This treaty sets out the obligations of state parties to combat discrimination and promote substantive equality for women and is the most important human rights treaty focused specifically on women’s human rights, so the omission is striking.

**General Recommendation 19**

The CEDAW Committee, created under CEDAW to monitor its implementation, sought to rectify this situation when, in 1992, it issued the ground-breaking General Recommendation 19. This recommendation states that *gender-based violence is a form of discrimination* which gravely affects women’s enjoyment of their human rights. (Paragraph 1)

Examples of gender-based violence given in General Recommendation 19 include: “family violence”, forced marriage, dowry deaths, acid attacks, “female circumcision”, sexual harassment, compulsory sterilization or abortion or conversely denial of reproductive health services, battering, rape and other forms of sexual assault and, in certain circumstances, “the abrogation of... family responsibilities by men”. This sort of violence, as a form of discrimination, is then clearly covered by CEDAW itself. In the CEDAW Committee’s view, this means that “[t]he full implementation of the Convention required States to take positive measures to eliminate all forms of violence against women.” (Paragraph 4)

States must not perpetrate violence against women through their agents. States must also not fail to act with “due diligence to prevent violations of rights or to investigate and punish acts of violence” committed against women by “any person, organization or enterprise” (Paragraph 9). States must also provide compensation for the women involved. Otherwise, they will be in violation of CEDAW and other norms of international law. This clearly includes violence against women in the framework of armed conflict.

The CEDAW Committee takes a broad view of the human rights consequences for women of gender-based violence. The rights implicated include the right to equality in employment, equal access to health care, the rights of rural women and the right of women to decide on the number and spacing of their children. The CEDAW Committee notes that “[v]iolence against women puts their health and lives at risk”. (Paragraph 19)

To end the violence which deprives women of these basic rights, states are responsible, *inter alia*, for working to diffuse traditional stereotyped attitudes towards women and harmful traditional practices based on such prejudices, to protect rural women, and to “suppress ... traffic in women and exploitation of ... prostitution”. (Paragraph 13)

With specific reference to armed conflict, General Recommendation 19 makes clear that gender-based violence which impairs or nullifies “the right to equal protection according to humanitarian norms in time of international or internal armed conflict” is prohibited by CEDAW. (Paragraph 7c) Other particularly relevant rights specifically enumerated include the right to life; to be free from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; to liberty and security of the person; and to the highest available standards of physical and mental health.

Article 6 of CEDAW prohibits all forms of traffic in women and “exploitation of prostitution”. In reference to this, the Committee states that “Wars, armed conflicts and the occupation of territories often lead to increased prostitution, trafficking in women and sexual assault of women, which require specific protective and punitive measures.” (Paragraph 16)

**What is the status of General Recommendation 19?**

Article 21 of CEDAW specifically allows the CEDAW Committee to make general recommendations based on its work to the UN General Assembly. A General Recommendation may therefore be seen as an authoritative interpretation of CEDAW, a treaty or primary source of international law. CEDAW is binding on all states parties to the Convention of which there were 179 as of 27 October 2004, but is not binding on non-parties. Signatories of CEDAW that have not yet ratified the treaty have the obligation not to defeat the object and purpose of the
treaty’s provisions, but do not have to implement it in full.\textsuperscript{32}

**The obligations of states, according to General Recommendation 19**

What must states do to “overcome all forms of gender-based violence, whether by private or public act”, including in armed conflict, according to General Recommendation 19?

The requirements include:

- taking “effective legal measures,” such as adequate penal sanctions, civil remedies and compensatory provisions to protect women (Paragraphs 24 a, b, i, r(i), r(ii), t(i))
- adopting preventive measures, including public information and education programmes (Paragraphs 24f, g, m, p, t(iii))
- undertaking protective measures, including counselling, rehabilitation and support services for women victims and those at risk (Paragraphs 24b, k, r(iii), r(iv), r(v), t(iii))
- providing gender-sensitive training for public officials, especially the judiciary and law enforcement (Paragraph 24b)
- compiling statistics and carrying out research on violence against women (Paragraph 24c)
- promoting respect for women by the media (Paragraph 24d)
- organizing education and public information programmes to combat prejudice against women (Paragraphs 24f, t(ii))
- enforcing preventive and punitive measures necessary to overcome trafficking and sexual exploitation (Paragraph 24g)
- affording effective complaints procedures and remedies, including compensation (Paragraph 24i)
- taking measures to “overcome... female circumcision” (Paragraph 24l)
- and ensuring reproductive rights (Paragraph 24 m)
- making sure that any steps taken are accessible to rural women and those in isolated communities (Paragraph 24o)
- offering training and employment opportunities, and monitoring conditions of domestic workers (Paragraph 24p)
- criminalizing all forms of “family violence”, and repealing the “defence of honour” (Paragraph 24r(i) and (ii))
- making certain that civil remedies, rehabilitation and support services are available in case of domestic violence (Paragraph 24 r - all subparagraphs)
- reporting to the CEDAW Committee on all such measures taken and their effectiveness, along with data on the incidence of gender-based violence (Paragraphs 24e, h, j, n, q, s, u and v)

**The meaning of General Recommendation 19 in armed conflict**

To translate these obligations into the context of an armed conflict, states should criminalize, in their domestic laws, gender-based war crimes, crimes against humanity and persecution. They should ensure that any violations are investigated, with suspected perpetrators brought to justice. They should provide fully accessible complaints mechanisms to women victims and compensation, whether the abuse occurred at the hands of the state, an armed group or a private individual. Public information campaigns should be undertaken, in time of peace and in time of conflict and post-conflict, to counter stereotypical attitudes which promote war crimes and other conflict-related violence against women, including those labelled as “enemy” women. Gender-sensitive training should be provided for all military personnel and others involved in the conflict. Specialized counselling and support services should be created and made available for women victims of armed conflict. These are just some examples of what states should do to respect their obligations under CEDAW relative to violence against women in armed conflict.

**Optional Protocol to CEDAW**

The Optional Protocol to CEDAW\textsuperscript{44} was adopted in 1999 by the UN General Assembly and strengthens the mandate of the CEDAW Committee.\textsuperscript{44} It offers a complaints procedure for individual women or groups of women to petition the Committee about violations of their rights under the Convention by a state party. Under General Recommendation 19, this could clearly include gender-based violence in wartime or post-conflict for which the state is legally responsible. Further, unless a state party declares otherwise on ratification, the Protocol allows the Committee to undertake inquiries or investigations into allegations of systematic violations of
CEDAW, such as systematic discrimination, including systematic gender-based violence against women in conflict. This mechanism can be an important tool in creating a strong new jurisprudence of the CEDAW Committee on violence against women in conflict. Women victims should be encouraged to submit cases with regard to the 69 current state parties.\(^{45}\) States that are parties to CEDAW (required for accession to the Protocol), but that have not ratified the Optional Protocol, should be encouraged as a matter of priority to do so. They should be urged to ratify it without limiting the Committee’s recourse to the inquiry procedure.

**Convention on the Rights of the Child**

The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), adopted in 1989, codifies the rights of people below the age of 18.\(^{46}\) Hence, the rights of girls under the age of 18 must be seen through the prism not only of general human rights law and of CEDAW, but also of the CRC and its protocols (see below) as well. Indeed the Committee on the Rights of the Child, the relevant treaty monitoring body, has said that the CRC and CEDAW should be seen to “have a complementary and mutually reinforcing nature.”\(^{47}\)

With 192 state parties, including all states in the world except for Somalia and the USA, the CRC is one of the most widely ratified human rights treaties and thus should command great respect.

According to the CRC, girls, like boys, are guaranteed the following rights pertinent to their protection during armed conflict:

- non-discrimination on the basis of sex (Article 2)
- the right to life (Article 6)
- the right to a name and nationality (Article 7)
- the right not to be separated from their parents, except in their best interests (Article 9)
- the right to assistance with family reunification (Articles 9(4), 10)
- the right to leave and enter their own country (Article 10)
- the right to enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health, including rehabilitation (Article 24)
- the right to an adequate standard of living, including the right to assistance, if needed (Article 27)
- and
- the right to education (Article 28).

Article 37 of the CRC sets out many civil and political rights to which children are entitled. Under its provisions, state parties must ensure that children, including girls, are free from:

- torture or ill-treatment (Article 37(a))
- capital punishment (Article 37(a))
- life imprisonment without possibility of parole (Article 37(a))
- arbitrary deprivation of liberty (Article 37(b))

and are entitled to:

- legal assistance (Article 37(d)) and humane treatment (Article 37(c) if deprived of liberty in accordance with the law.

They must also be accorded fair trial rights (Article 40) where applicable. Furthermore, state parties must combat the illegal transfer of children abroad (Article 11) and protect children from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse. (Article 19) States need to work to prevent such ill-treatment, and to facilitate the reporting of such incidents, investigation of allegations and care for the children involved. Particular focus on sexual abuse and exploitation is to be found in Article 34 which requires states to prevent the exploitation of children for prostitution or pornography. Article 35 requires states to act against a range of abuses, including abduction or trafficking in children for any reason. UNICEF has noted as issues of concern under Article 35: trafficking in children separated from their parents or orphaned by war, including through adoption; and the forced recruitment of children.\(^{48}\)

**Children affected by conflict**

Article 38 of the CRC is arguably the single most crucial article of the Convention for the protection of girls from violence in armed conflicts. Article 38 requires states to respect and ensure the guarantees of international humanitarian law applicable to children, to make certain that no one under 15 takes direct part in fighting or is recruited into its armed forces, and to take all “feasible measures” to safeguard children affected by conflict.\(^{49}\)

This is supplemented by specific protections for refugee children to be found in Article 22. Refugee children are entitled to receive appropriate protection and humanitarian assistance. They are also entitled to assistance in
tracing their parents.

According to the UNICEF Implementation Handbook for the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the impact of armed conflict on children should be considered in terms of all of the rights in the treaty. Furthermore, the CRC’s provisions are, in its view, “not subject to derogation in times of armed conflict.” The Committee on the Rights of the Child takes a holistic approach to the issue and urges comprehensive government action. For example, it recommended to the government of war-torn Sierra Leone that it:

“take all necessary measures in cooperation with national and international NGOs and United Nations bodies, such as UNICEF, to address the physical needs of children victims of the armed conflict, in particular child amputees, and the psychological needs of all children affected directly or indirectly by the traumatic experiences of the war. In this regard, the Committee recommends that the State Party develop as quickly as possible a long-term and comprehensive programme of assistance, rehabilitation and reintegration.”

Another aspect of the CRC which is vitally important to armed conflict is its innovative provision for the rights of children with disabilities. A girl with a disability is entitled to have her participation in society and her self-reliance promoted and she should be treated with dignity. She has the right to special assistance without charge and to rehabilitation. (Article 23)

In another innovative treaty provision, if a child is a victim of any kind of violence, exploitation or torture, or of an armed conflict, states must take all necessary measures to help the child recover, physically and mentally. (Article 39)

The central principle of the CRC is that the “best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration” in all actions concerning children, whether taken by courts or administrative or legislative bodies. (Article 3) If it were truly applied to decision-making about armed conflict, this principle could be revolutionary, especially when coupled with Article 6(2)’s exhortation that “States Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child.”

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict

In the 1990s, after the Convention on the Rights of the Child entered into force, the international community realized that the minimum age for children’s participation in armed conflict had been set too young. To rectify this, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in armed conflict was drafted and later adopted by the UN General Assembly in May 2000. This treaty offers greater protection to teenagers, including girls, from conscription and forced and voluntary recruitment into armed service, and from participation in hostilities. When serving as combatants, girls may be at grave risk of violence, including as prisoners of war or detainees on the field, or even within their own units.

This Optional Protocol requires state parties to:

- take “all feasible measures” to ensure that any members of their armed forces under 18 do not take “direct part in hostilities” (Article 1)
- ensure that no one under 18 is compulsorily recruited into their armed forces (Article 2)
- raise the minimum age of voluntary recruitment into the armed forces, aiming towards the age of 18; make a binding declaration as to what that age is (Article 3)
- Any “voluntary” recruitment of people under the age of 18 must:
  - be genuinely voluntary
  - be carried out with the informed consent of the person’s parents or guardians
  - require reliable proof of age

Armed groups not forming part of the forces of the state are not to recruit anyone under 18, voluntarily or otherwise, or to make use of them in hostilities. States are to take “all feasible measures” to prevent such recruitment or use. (Article 4) Any steps taken to implement these rules are to be reported to the Committee on the Rights of the Child. (Article 8)

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography

The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution
and child pornography was adopted in 2000 to address another set of grave issues of concern. Although written largely in gender-neutral terms, its preamble recognizes that “girl children... are at greater risk of sexual exploitation and that girl children are disproportionately represented among the sexually exploited...”

States that adhere to this Protocol must:

- prohibit the sale of children
- prohibit child prostitution
- prohibit child pornography

Such acts are to be criminalized, with those who exploit children in such situations penalized rather than the children themselves, and punished by appropriate penalties. States can exercise jurisdiction over such offences, wherever the perpetrators may be found, (Article 4) and are to cooperate at the international level to combat these abuses. Child victims are to be protected and supported throughout this process and are entitled to compensation and rehabilitation. Education is to be undertaken about the gravity of these types of offences. All measures taken to these ends are to be reported to the Committee on the Rights of the Child.

This protocol could offer great protection for girls in conflict and especially post-conflict situations, when they may be at particular risk of such abuses due to poverty, dislocation and social breakdown.

**International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights**

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), along with its two Optional Protocols, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, together form the International Bill of Human Rights. The International Bill of Human Rights represents the cornerstone of human rights law.

Importantly, this treaty requires state parties to both respect and ensure human rights (Article 2) and to do so without discrimination on the basis of sex. This means that the state must refrain from violations against women and must also protect women from abuses committed by other actors, whether in peacetime or war.

In the view of the Human Rights Committee, the body set up under the ICCPR to monitor its implementation:

"the positive obligations on States Parties to ensure Covenant rights will only be fully discharged if individuals are protected by the State, not just against violations of Covenant rights by its agents, but also against acts committed by private persons or entities that would impair the enjoyment of Covenant rights..."  

According to the Human Rights Committee, states are required by the ICCPR to exercise “due diligence” to both prevent as well as punish, investigate and redress harms committed by non-state actors. In addition, the Human Rights Committee has warned states that justifications for violations of women’s human rights on the basis of “traditional,” “cultural” or “religious attitudes” are unacceptable.

A number of the ICCPR’s provisions are relevant to women in conflict and post-conflict situations. Guaranteed rights in the ICCPR, which may be significant in the context of armed conflict, include:

- the right to life (Article 6), which includes a prohibition on the execution of pregnant women (Paragraph 5)
- the right to be free from torture; cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; and involuntary medical experimentation (Article 7)
- the right to be free from slavery and servitude (Article 8)
- the right to liberty and security of the person; the right to be free from arbitrary detention (Article 9)
- the right of persons “deprived of their liberty” to be treated humanely and with respect for their dignity (Article 10)
- freedom of movement, including the right to leave one’s own country, and not to be arbitrarily denied return to one’s own country (Article 12)
- the right to a fair trial (Article 14)
- the right not to be forced into marriage (Article 23)
- the right to equality before the law (Article 26)

The Human Rights Committee has specifically mentioned the risks posed to women in times of conflict and has informed states that they must report to the Committee on all the measures taken in such circumstances to protect women from rape, abduction and other gender-based forms of violence.

**ICCPR in time of armed conflict: the possibility of derogation**
In harnessing the power of the ICCPR to combat abuses in armed conflict, the advocate must take note of its Article 4. This provision allows states in certain emergency situations which “threaten... the life of the nation” to derogate from (suspend the provision of) certain rights “to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation.” (Paragraph 1) Derogation cannot be done in a discriminatory fashion, including on the basis of sex. The derogation must happen in the most limited way and for the shortest time possible, and the notice of derogation must be communicated to the Secretary-General of the UN. No derogation is permissible from those rights deemed non-derogable, or not suspendable, by Article 4(2). These include the rights to life and to be free from torture and ill-treatment, and from slavery.

The International Court of Justice, the principal judicial organ of the UN, has emphasized that the ICCPR continues to function in time of war:

“[T]he protection of the [ICCPR] does not cease in times of war, except by operation of Article 4 of the Covenant whereby certain provisions may be derogated from in a time of national emergency. Respect for the right to life is not, however, such a provision. In principle, the right not arbitrarily to be deprived of one’s life applies also in hostilities.”

However, the International Court of Justice also concluded that in armed conflict situations the test of what constitutes arbitrary deprivation of life prohibited by the ICCPR is to be determined under “the law applicable in armed conflict” (i.e. international humanitarian law – see below) rather than being “deduced from the terms of the Covenant itself.”

Human rights law must not and cannot simply be jettisoned in time of war. To this effect, the Human Rights Committee has noted, in its first General Comment on the topic of derogation, that “in times of emergency, the protection of human rights becomes all the more important, particularly those rights from which no derogations can be made.” In its most recent comment on the issue, General Comment No. 29, the Committee specifically addressed the issue of derogation in armed conflict, as follows:

“During armed conflict, whether international or non-international, rules of international humanitarian law become applicable and help, in addition to the provisions in article 4 and article 5, paragraph 1, of the Covenant, to prevent the abuse of a State’s emergency powers. The Covenant requires that even during an armed conflict measures derogating from the Covenant are allowed only if and to the extent that the situation constitutes a threat to the life of the nation.”

The Human Rights Committee also reminded states that they cannot derogate from the Covenant in ways that are inconsistent with their other obligations under international law, including particularly international humanitarian law (see below). It has pointed out that aspects of fair trial rights are guaranteed by international humanitarian law and therefore should not be derogated from. In this General Comment, the Human Rights Committee suggested additional rights which contain elements that cannot be subject to derogation. These include: the right to be treated with humanity and dignity when deprived of liberty (Article 10); the prohibitions on hostage-taking, abductions and unacknowledged detention; elements of minority rights related to the prohibition on genocide (see below); deportation or forcible transfer of populations without a valid international legal basis (Article 12); and the prohibition on propaganda for war or racial, national or religious hatred constituting incitement to discriminate or to violence (Article 20). Other provisions so mentioned include the right to an effective remedy (Article 2(3)) and the right to procedural guarantees with regard to non-derogable rights (such as the right to a fair trial when facing the death penalty).

When the Human Rights Committee addressed the issue of equality of rights between men and women in depth, in General Comment No. 28, it also asserted that: “The equal enjoyment of human rights by women must be protected during a state of emergency (Article 4).” Any states that undertake derogations are therefore to inform the Committee of the impact of such measures on women and must affirmatively “demonstrate that they are non-discriminatory.”

ICCPR in time of armed conflict: questions of jurisdiction

To apply the ICCPR to an international armed conflict, one must also overcome a seeming jurisdictional hurdle. Article 2(1) of the ICCPR states:

“Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of any kind...” (emphasis added)
Manfred Nowak, in his authoritative commentary on the ICCPR, addresses this highlighted language. He notes that an “excessively literal reading would... lead to often absurd results.” In his view, the purpose for including the clause “within its territory” was to preclude a state’s responsibility for rights violations against its own nationals by foreign sovereigns or other parties. However, according to Manfred Nowak:

“(w)hen States Parties... take actions on foreign territory that violate the right of persons subject to its sovereign authority, it would be contrary to the purpose of the Covenant if they could not be held responsible.”

Manfred Nowak cites the jurisprudence of the Human Rights Committee to support his view. He notes that in the *Lopez Burgos* case, the Human Rights Committee agreed to hear communications from individuals who had been kidnapped by Uruguayan agents while in neighboring countries, “reasoning that States Parties are responsible for the actions of their agents on foreign territory.” Furthermore, in the *Celiberti* case, the Committee noted that the language of Article 2(1),

“does not imply that the State party concerned cannot be held accountable for violations of rights under the Covenant which its agents commit upon the territory of another State, whether with the acquiescence of the Government of that State or in opposition to it.”

The *Celiberti* case also concerned the abduction of Uruguayan nationals from abroad by Uruguayan agents. The Human Rights Committee held the Uruguayan state responsible under the ICCPR. Strikingly, the Committee noted that,

“it would be unconscionable to so interpret the responsibility under article 2 of the Covenant as to permit a State party to perpetrate violations of the Covenant on the territory of another State, which violations it could not perpetrate on its own territory.”

More recently, the Human Rights Committee has developed an “effective control” test, an approach mirrored by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. This has been written into the Human Rights Committee’s authoritative interpretation of Article 2 in the new General Comment on this article. Here the Committee has opined that a state party:

“must respect and ensure the rights laid down in the Covenant to anyone within the power or effective control of that State Party, even if not situated within the territory of the State Party.”

Most importantly, this text goes on to specify that:

“This principle also applies to those within the power or effective control of the forces of a State party acting outside its territory, regardless of the circumstances in which such power or effective control was obtained, such as forces constituting a national contingent of a State party assigned to an international peace keeping or peace-enforcement operation.”

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) is also at the heart of the international legal framework. The ICESCR guarantees the enjoyment of its substantive rights without discrimination of any kind, including on the basis of sex. (Article 2(2)) Furthermore, Article 3 requires state parties to ensure equal rights of men and women in regard to all ICESCR provisions. Substantive rights secured for women by the ICESCR are often affected by war. These rights include the right to work, to enter into marriage only of free will, to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food, clothing and shelter, to freedom from hunger, to the highest possible standard of health and to education.

Beyond the promise of non-discrimination, the only gender-specific provision in this treaty is Article 10(2) which insists that: “Special protection should be accorded to mothers during a reasonable period before and after childbirth.” This mirrors the view of international humanitarian law, reflected below.

Unlike the ICCPR, there are no specific derogation provisions included in this Covenant and thus no reason to think that it may be suspended in time of strife. However, the implementation obligation of the state is more modest here than in the case of the ICCPR, and is at all times to “achieve progressively” the promised substantive rights. In contrast, the non-discrimination provision gives rise to an immediate obligation.
Economic sanctions and human rights
Economic sanctions which often precede or accompany conflict may have a dire impact on women and other “vulnerable” groups. Their rights to health and a decent standard of living, as well as their very right to life, may be taken away by sanctions. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which oversees implementation of the ICESCR, noted this fact and issued an important General Comment on: “The relationship between economic sanctions and respect for economic, social and cultural rights.”

While taking no position on the use of sanctions per se, the Committee stressed that the international community must do everything possible to protect the economic, social and cultural rights of populations affected. It must also take such rights into consideration when fashioning sanctions regimes. In addition, any such impact of sanctions must be monitored continuously and steps must be taken to assist vulnerable groups.

States which are subject to sanctions are still fully responsible for economic, social and cultural rights obligations and must also do all they can to mitigate the impact on “vulnerable groups within the society”. They must also “ensure the absence of discrimination in relation to the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights.” (Paragraph 10) However, as the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights notes: “the inhabitants of a given country do not forfeit their basic economic, social and cultural rights by virtue of any determination that their leaders have violated norms relating to international peace and security.” (Paragraph 16)

Convention against Torture
The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (Convention against Torture) reiterates the absolute ban on torture and requires states to take a number of steps to stop and prevent it. These include prosecuting those alleged to have perpetrated torture wherever they may be found, and training law enforcement personnel and all officials, including those in the military, in the prohibition of torture. States must review interrogation practices, investigate all torture allegations, protect complainants, and guarantee victims redress, rehabilitation and compensation. No one may be returned to a country where she or he may be subjected to torture. (Article 3)

Crucial language is to be found in Article 2(2):
“No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.”

Furthermore, superior orders are no justification of torture. (Article 2(3))

The definition of “torture” in Article 1(1) of the Convention against Torture contains four basic elements:

- **intention**: the act (causing pain and suffering) was intentional
- **severe pain or suffering**: the act caused the victim “severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental”
- **purpose**: the act was performed for a prohibited purpose – including intimidation, punishment, obtaining information or a confession but also, importantly, “for any reason based on discrimination of any kind”
- **official involvement**: the act was performed by officials, or with official consent or acquiescence

The contemporary understanding of rape and other sexual abuse by or with the consent or acquiescence of the state or by organized armed groups is therefore that such abuse constitutes torture or (in the case of certain forms of sexual abuse) ill-treatment. Furthermore, the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, and other international experts, have argued that in certain circumstances violence against women by private individuals, such as domestic violence, should also be considered a form of torture when it reaches the requisite level of severity and when the state fails to exercise due diligence to prevent and punish it.

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
Very often, women attacked in times of conflict are targeted not only because of their gender, but also because of their race, national origin or ethnicity, a practice prohibited by the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. If states take the necessary steps to fully implement this Convention’s provisions to stamp out racial and ethnic discrimination, they will move a long way towards lowering the probability of such violence. Of particular significance is Article 5 which guarantees to all, without distinction “as to race, colour, or national or ethnic origin”, among other rights, the “right to security of person and protection by the State against violence or bodily harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual, group or institution”.
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Genocide Convention

The Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Genocide Convention) was one of the first human rights treaties to be drafted in response to the horrors of the Second World War. It was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948 and entered into force in 1951. This Convention is considered to form part of customary international law. It prohibits certain human rights abuses when carried out “with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious groups, as such”. (Article 2) Gender is not listed as a specially protected group under the Genocide Convention. However, women are protected as members of all of the other groups listed.

The underlying abuses explicitly mentioned include killings, causing serious harm to members of the group and deliberately inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about its destruction. Women may be particularly affected by two of the other prohibited means: imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group and forcibly transferring children of the protected group to another group.

In the jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals, in particular in the Akayesu case before the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, rape has been found to constitute a form of genocide in certain circumstances. The Tribunal’s opinion explained that:

“[i]n patriarchal societies, where membership of a group is determined by the identity of the father, an example of a measure intended to prevent births within a group is the case where, during rape, a woman ... is deliberately impregnated by a man of another group, with the intent to have her give birth to a child who will consequently not belong to its mother’s group.”...

rape can (also) be a measure intended to prevent births when the person raped refuses subsequently to procreate, in the same way that members of a group can be led, through threats or trauma, not to procreate.”

Under the Genocide Convention, states must criminalize acts of genocide, as well as incitement to genocide, (Article 3) including by public officials (Article 4). Under a novel provision found in Article 8, any party may call upon the relevant organs of the UN to “take such action under the Charter of the United Nations as they consider appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide.”

6. Discrimination and violence against women in war

“Peace is inextricably linked with equality between women and men”

Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action

“Even in peacetime, women are often handicapped in that education, health and nutrition are not readily accessible to them. Moreover, they are often victims of violence within their own families and communities or at the hands of the State. When war breaks out, tension mounts, living conditions deteriorate and women become particularly vulnerable, especially if they are pregnant or have small children.”

International Committee of the Red Cross, Women and War: Special Brochure

The prohibition on discrimination against women is a cornerstone of human rights law and, as noted, is non-derogable. Freedom from discrimination, including on grounds of “sex”, is the only human right explicitly provided for in the UN Charter, which binds all member states of the UN. In addition, women’s right to equality and freedom from discrimination is provided in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. (Article 2) It is also found in binding international human rights treaties in addition to CEDAW: the ICCPR (Articles 2, 26);
the ICESCR (Articles 2(2), 3); and the CRC (Article 2). According to authoritative commentators, the principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of sex is a norm of customary international law.

All of CEDAW’s provisions are important to efforts to counter attacks on women in armed conflict. The contemporary understanding of violence against women in armed conflict grounds such violence in ongoing, pervasive discrimination against women and their subordination in daily life.

Discrimination against women may constitute:
- a violation in itself
- a cause of violations in conflict
- a factor which compounds violations
- an obstacle to adequate remedies for abuses

Wartime violence against women is related to “peacetime” assaults on women. Therefore, success for the continuing struggle against sex discrimination is an essential requirement for effectively curtailing or preventing violence against women in conflict. Any state that is serious about doing this must ratify or accede to CEDAW without reservations, if it has not already done so. It must move to lift any limiting reservations it has made, and fully implement all of the Convention’s provisions.

Other related and often overlapping types of discrimination, such as those based on race, ethnicity and religion, are often also important in motivating and perpetuating violence against women in conflict. This implicates other international law and standards, including the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families (MWC), and the UN Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief.

Women’s right to life in armed conflict

The right to life is one of the most fundamental human rights, and is enshrined in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which reads:

“Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.”

According to Article 6(1) of the ICCPR,

“Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.”

The Human Rights Committee has explained that,

“...States have the supreme duty to prevent wars, acts of genocide and other acts of mass violence causing arbitrary loss of life. Every effort they make to avert the danger of war, especially thermonuclear war, and to strengthen international peace and security would constitute the most important condition and guarantee for the safeguarding of the right to life.”

Emphasis has been placed on this right in a long string of other instruments. The right to life is non-derogable and applies fully during armed conflicts, as explained above.

However, the ICCPR provision also sets the parameters of the right to life in the context of armed conflict. It indicates that not every killing in armed conflict is a violation of the right to life. Only “arbitrary” deprivations of life are prohibited. The International Court of Justice has determined that whether such deprivation is arbitrary or not in times of armed conflict would be determined by international humanitarian law. This approach means, roughly, that during armed conflict, killing women combatants during ordinary fighting, or even civilians (as an unintended result of a legitimate attack on a military target which is not disproportionate) may not necessarily constitute a violation of the right to life, although it may still be of grave concern. However, killing or targeting women in any other circumstances is prohibited absolutely as a serious violation of human rights law.

This subject will be discussed further in the section covering international humanitarian law. For now it should be noted that this lower standard of protection of the right to life under an international humanitarian law framework in time of conflict suggests just how much is at risk in a conflict situation. To the extent possible, human rights groups should advocate progressive approaches to international humanitarian law, interpreting it in light of advances in human rights jurisprudence and thinking. A human rights approach to armed conflict goes beyond simply enumerating violations of international humanitarian law. Human rights law itself should also be used to judge the conduct of conflict wherever possible.
Women’s right to freedom from torture and ill-treatment

The prohibition of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is enshrined in Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

“No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”

Article 7 of the ICCPR repeats this prohibition word for word, adding:

“In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific experimentation.”

In addition, the prohibition on torture and other ill-treatment is provided for in many other international treaties and instruments. This prohibition is absolute. The UN devoted a treaty exclusively to the issue of torture and other ill-treatment, the UN Convention against Torture.

According to the UN Convention against Torture, torture is defined as:

“any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.”

Hence, practices amounting to torture consist of several key elements:

1) the intentional infliction
2) of severe suffering
3) for a prohibited purpose and
4) by a state agent or with the tacit acceptance by the state.

The UN Convention against Torture offers no specific definition of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. However, the UN General Assembly has subsequently made clear that “the term ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’ should be interpreted so as to extend the widest possible protection against abuses, whether physical or mental…”

Other forms of ill-treatment are also prohibited absolutely. Article 7 of the ICCPR, which prohibits all acts of ill-treatment, is wholly non-derogable. This means that not only torture of women but also cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment of women are always violations of human rights. Furthermore, as the UN Convention against Torture makes crystal clear, “No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.” In situations of armed conflict, torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of women are also always violations of international humanitarian law, whether committed by state actors or non-governmental armed groups, in addition to being, in the relevant circumstances, war crimes or crimes against humanity.

Rape and other forms of sexual violence

The contemporary understanding of rape by or with the consent or acquiescence of the state or by organized armed groups is that such abuse constitutes a form of torture.

Amnesty International has affirmed in the past that:

“Under customary international law, many acts of violence against women committed by parties to a conflict (whether international or internal) constitute torture. These include rape and gang rape, abduction and sexual slavery, forced marriage, forced impregnation and forced maternity, sexual mutilation, indecent assault and many other forms of physical violence.”

Other forms of sexual abuse may constitute prohibited ill-treatment.

International human rights treaties have not made specific provisions regarding rape and other forms of sexual violence, with the sole exception of the CRC which, in Article 34, obliges states parties to “undertake to protect the child from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.” This deficiency has to an extent been
redressed in international humanitarian law and international criminal law (see below). At any rate, all forms of sexual violence are absolutely prohibited by human rights law, mainly under the prohibition of torture and other ill-treatment, but also as forms of discrimination against women.

Successive UN Special Rapporteurs on torture have affirmed that rape in detention is a form of torture. The first UN Special Rapporteur on torture, Pieter Kooijmans, insisted that,

"...since it was clear that rape or other forms of sexual assault against women in detention were a particularly ignominious violation of the inherent dignity and right to physical integrity of the human being, they accordingly constituted an act of torture." 104

International courts and tribunals have firmly established that under international law, rape, as well as other forms of sexual violence causing comparably “severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental,” perpetrated either in times of peace or during armed conflict and involving official perpetration, ordering, instigation, consent or acquiescence clearly constitute acts of torture.106 It should be noted that the defendant in the Akayesu case was convicted neither of raping women himself nor of ordering the rape of women (although he did order one act of sexual violence). He nevertheless was convicted of rape because he was an official in a position of responsibility when acts of rape were carried out by his subordinates; and, although aware of them “he took no measures to prevent these acts or punish the perpetrators of them.”107

States’ responsibility goes further than that, to official “consent or acquiescence” for rape perpetrated by non-state actors. The concept of official “consent or acquiescence” is closely linked to states’ obligation to exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate and punish violence against women.108

As the prohibition of “cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment” is equally absolute, all acts of sexual abuse of women with the types of official involvement described above, whether as severe as torture or not,109 are prohibited in all circumstances, and state responsibility may be invoked for such acts in the same way as for torture.110

**Trafficking**

The prohibition of trafficking is a fast-developing area of law, which largely lies beyond the scope of this report.111 The issue is, however, relevant to armed conflict since, as the UN Office on Drugs and Crime has recognized:

"[I]n many cases, trafficking patterns are also related to conflict situations as combatants (or even peacekeepers) create a market for the services of victims and the effects of conflict erode the capacity of law enforcement and other authorities to combat the problem."112

Due to the covert nature of trafficking and the risks involved, including the involvement of criminal gangs, women who are trafficked are extremely vulnerable to violence.

In November 2000, the UN General Assembly adopted the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. This treaty entered into force on 29 September 2003. Annex II to this Convention is comprised of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children,113 which entered into force on 25 December 2003. One of this Protocol’s innovative provisions is that it is open not only to ratification by all states that have ratified the underlying Convention, but also to regional economic integration organizations (such as the European Union) when at least one state member of such an entity is also a party to the Protocol. (Article 16)

Some commentators working on a practical level with victims of trafficking perceive this Protocol as a law enforcement instrument, rather than one geared towards human rights.114 This is significant because advocates warn that a strictly criminal justice approach to the issue may endanger trafficked persons, leading to their deportation or imprisonment, or forcing them underground or leading to their being re-trafficked.115 However, the Protocol purports to see its mission as to “protect the victims of... trafficking, including by protecting their internationally recognized human rights”. (Preamble) One of its main purposes is “to prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children”. (Article 2(a))

The Protocol defines “trafficking” in Article 3(a) as follows:

"the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of
exploitation.”

All states are to criminalize such practices in full, including establishing offences for those who are accomplices and those who direct and organize such offences. (Article 5) States must offer full assistance and protection to the victims of trafficking, as well as means of obtaining compensation (Article 6). This could include counselling, medical assistance, and educational programmes designed to take into account the gender of the victims. (Article 6(3) and 6(4))

States are also to consider, on humanitarian grounds, allowing victims of trafficking to remain in their territory on either a temporary or permanent basis, in appropriate cases. (Article 7) Home states are to facilitate the safe return of such individuals. (Article 8) All states are to strengthen border controls so as to assist in the detection and prevention of trafficking, but “(w)ithout prejudice to international commitments in relation to the free movement of people”. (Article 11(1))

States have to take full measures to prevent trafficking, including through cooperation with non-governmental organizations (Article 9) and international information exchange and training for law enforcement and other relevant personnel. (Article 10) The training should incorporate consideration of “gender-sensitive issues”. (Article 10(3))

A crucial “saving clause” is included in Article 14. This stipulates that the Protocol’s implementation is not to affect “the rights, obligations and responsibilities of States and individuals under international law, including international humanitarian law and international human rights law” as well as international refugee law. (Article 14(1)) Furthermore, the Protocol is not to be interpreted in a manner which discriminates against victims of trafficking, and is to be implemented in a manner fully consistent with international human rights guarantees of non-discrimination. (Article 14)

The Principles and Guidelines on Human Rights and Trafficking of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, and general international law relating to refugees, provide further protection to persons trafficked during armed conflicts.118

Although trafficked women and girls are often penalized under domestic immigration laws, Amnesty International holds that they should be treated as victims of human rights abuse. Often their rights have been violated by state actors, such as border guards demanding sexual services to let them pass. Given draconian immigration controls, trafficking may be the only way they can escape persecution and war in their own countries. Criminal sanctions should focus on traffickers, whereas the victims of trafficking should be treated in the same way as any other victim of gender-based violence.

Sexual slavery

Systematic rape, sexual slavery and slavery-like practices during armed conflict continue to be widespread, as has been recently reiterated by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.119 These practices clearly constitute the most serious violations of human rights norms, international humanitarian law and international criminal law.

Reports of sexual slavery during war at the hands of various parties to the conflict have been received from many countries, including Afghanistan, Burundi, Colombia, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Liberia, Myanmar and Sierra Leone, according to the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights on systematic rape, sexual slavery and slavery-like practices, Gay McDougall.120 The archetypal example of this practice remains the system employed by the Japanese Imperial Army during the Second World War, when the so-called “comfort women” from countries across Asia were forced into military sexual slavery. Systematic rape was a part of the Rwandan genocide during which, according to the High Commissioner for Human Rights, between 250,000 and 500,000 women were raped. Survivors of these atrocities have worked hard to bring such horrors to light, and continue to campaign for justice and adequate reparation.

The Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights on systematic rape, sexual slavery and slavery-like practices has defined sexual slavery as, “the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised, including sexual access through rape or other forms of sexual abuse.”121 As she has written in simpler form, “Slavery, when combined with sexual violence, constitutes sexual slavery.”122

Given that sexual slavery is a form of slavery, its prohibition rises to the level of a jus cogens norm, the highest kind of international norm, and is prohibited at all times and in all places.123 Universal jurisdiction applies to such a crime and it can be prosecuted by any state. In fact, all states have an obligation to bring the alleged perpetrators of such heinous crimes to justice, wherever the offence occurred. Holding perpetrators accountable is a crucial deterrent to sexual slavery and similar abuses. As the Commission on Human Rights has asserted, the expectation of impunity encourages such violence to continue unabated.124
The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court explicitly includes sexual slavery as a constituent act of crimes against humanity when part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. Furthermore, sexual slavery is designated a war crime in international armed conflict (Article 8(2)(b)(xxii)) and in internal armed conflict (Article 8(2)(e)(vi)). The new International Criminal Court should be strongly encouraged to vigorously investigate and prosecute such offenses.

The Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights has interpreted the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court as including sexual slavery as a possible constituent act of genocide in certain circumstances, following on from the important jurisprudence of the ad hoc tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. In the newer Special Court for Sierra Leone, defendants have been charged in connection with cases of sexual slavery, according to the High Commissioner for Human Rights. Innovatively, the Sierra Leone Special Court can also prosecute “forced marriage,” a similar practice in many conflicts, as a form of sexual violence.

However, international prosecutions alone cannot adequately stamp out sexual slavery and related practices. They must be accompanied by effective action throughout the international community and at the national level. The Special Rapporteur has made the following recommendations to states as to how to combat sexual slavery and related practices. States should:

- Enact special legislation incorporating international human rights, humanitarian and criminal law into their national legal systems which provides for universal jurisdiction over the crime of sexual slavery
- Search for people alleged to have committed such offences and bring them to justice
- Make sure that prosecutors address sexual slavery from a gender-sensitive perspective; for example, according to the Special Rapporteur, the defence of consent should not be allowed when the sexual assault is charged and prosecuted as slavery
- Provide training for military and security forces which explicitly addresses the prohibition of sexual slavery
- Make sure that appropriate disciplinary mechanisms are put into place and used in addition to appropriate criminal penalties
- Provide adequate protection for victims and witnesses and appropriate services for victims, especially reproductive and gynaecological healthcare services
- Make sure that peace agreements contain provisions to ensure effective investigation and redress of sexual slavery; and following such agreements the authorities must prepare to deal with the possible escalation of such violence against women in the post-conflict era

Preventive action must be taken against sexual slavery, since by the time reports surface, it is too late for many victims. To this end, the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights for its part has encouraged states to promote human rights education on systematic rape, sexual slavery and slavery-like practices. The Sub-Commission expressed the view that this could both prevent future violations and ensure the accuracy of historical accounts.

### Forced pregnancy

A related atrocity is the practice of forced pregnancy. This has been defined in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court statute as the “unlawful confinement of a woman forcibly made pregnant with the intent of affecting the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of international law”. (Article 7(2)(l)). Simply stated, this involves the detention of women made pregnant through rape until abortion is no longer a feasible option. Forced pregnancy was frequently reported in the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina, according to the 1992 Final Report of the Commission of Experts Established Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 780.

Under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, forced pregnancy may be a war crime in either international (Article 8(2)(b)(xxii)) or internal armed conflict (Article 8(2)(e)(vi)). It may also constitute a crime against humanity when part of a widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population either in time of conflict or not (Article 7(1)(g). As the Women’s Initiatives for Gender Justice has underscored, it “is a violent crime, committed with a violent intent, and it causes extreme suffering for the victim.”

### 7. Regional standards affecting women

Many excellent regional treaties and non-treaty standards govern human rights. Here only those with particular
emphasis on violence against women are reviewed.

Regional treaties

Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women

The Organization of American States (OAS) adopted the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women in 1994 and it entered into force in 1995, the same year as the UN Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing. It is the first international treaty which specifically deals with the subject of violence against women. Thus, it is a hard law source, but is only applicable to those member states of the OAS who choose to ratify it. (Article 17 allows “any other state” to choose to accede to the Convention through the OAS.) According to the Inter-American Commission of Women, the Convention has 31 state parties to date. OAS member states which have not ratified the Convention, and should be encouraged to do so, include Canada, Jamaica and the USA.

The scope of this Convention is broad, defining violence against women as “any act or conduct, based on gender, which causes death or physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, whether in the public or private sphere.” (Article 1) It takes a strong rights-based approach to the issue, similar to CEDAW Committee General Recommendation 19, proclaiming that “every woman has the right to be free from violence in both the public and private spheres” (Article 3) and listing the constituent rights which make up this compound right (Articles 4, 5 and 6).

The Convention does not include any provisions that explicitly address the situation of women in conflict.

States agree to:

- prevent, punish and eradicate violence against women (Article 7)
- refrain from acts of violence against women (Article 7a)
- apply “due diligence” to prevent and redress violence against women (Article 7b)
- adopt the legislation necessary to effectively ensure these measures and to protect victims (Article 7c, d, e, f, g)

They also agree progressively to:

- promote awareness of women’s rights to be free from violence (Article 8a)
- modify underlying social and cultural patterns regarding gender (Article 8b)
- promote gender training of law enforcement personnel (Article 8c)
- offer shelters and counselling to victims (Article 8d)

All measures taken to fulfil these treaty obligations are to be reported to the Inter-American Commission of Women. (Article 10) Either the Commission or any state party to the Convention may request advisory opinions from the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on the interpretation of this Convention. (Article 11)

Furthermore, individuals or non-governmental organizations may bring complaints of violations of Article 7 of the Convention by a state party to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.

The African Union Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa

The African Union Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa, adopted and opened for signature by the African Union in July 2003, requires governments to eliminate violence against women, as well as gender discrimination. It will enter into force following ratification by the required number of 15 states. Its implementation will be monitored by the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights.

Innovatively, the Protocol defines “violence against women” as:

“all acts perpetrated against women which cause or could cause them physical, sexual, psychological, and economic harm, including the threat to take such acts; or to undertake the imposition of arbitrary restrictions on or deprivation of fundamental freedoms in private or public life in peace time and during situations of armed conflicts or of war” (Article 1(j))

The Protocol requires governments to take the following steps to combat violence against women (Article 4):

- enact and enforce the needed laws
- adopt the necessary legislative, administrative and other measures to prevent, punish and eradicate violence against women
- engage in anti-discrimination education
- punish the perpetrators
assist with the rehabilitation of victims
provide adequate resources for the activities listed
ensure that women have equal access to refugee determination procedures and that women are accorded the full protection of international refugee law
not carry out the death penalty on pregnant or nursing women

The Protocol guarantees to women the right to dignity and respect for her person (Article 3); the right to life and freedom from exploitation and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (Article 4); the right to equality in marriage and divorce (Article 7); and to be married only by free consent (Article 6); access to justice and equal protection before the law (Article 8); the right to adequate food and drinking water (Article 15); and the right to participation in governance and decision-making (Article 9). They shall also have the right to equal access to education (Article 12) and other economic, social and cultural rights (Article 13).

Women’s reproductive rights and health receive particular attention in Article 14, including the right to control their fertility and to choose the number and spacing of their children, the right to contraception and the right to be protected against “sexually transmitted infections”, including HIV/AIDS. For the first time in international law, the Protocol guarantees the right to abortion in case of sexual assault, rape, incest and when the pregnancy endangers the mental or physical health of the mother (Article 14(2)(c)). Governments must also prohibit and condemn “harmful practices” such as female genital mutilation. A unique provision guarantees the rights of widows, including the right to be free from inhuman, humiliating or degrading treatment, to automatically become the guardian of her children after the death of her husband, to have an equitable share in the inheritance (Article 21) and the right to remarry (Article 20). Women are provided with broad rights to a positive cultural context, to a healthy and sustainable environment and to sustainable development. States shall provide remedies for violations of all these rights. (Article 25)

Given Africa’s recent conflicts and their tragic impact on women, Article 11 pertinently provides specific guarantees for women in such situations:
states must respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law, paying particular attention to its protections for women (Article 11(1)) and must protect women civilians in conflict (11(2))
states are to protect women asylum-seekers, refugees, returnees and internally displaced persons from all violence, rape and other sexual exploitation (11(3))
states must consider acts of rape and sexual violence in conflict as war crimes, genocide and/or crimes against humanity (11(5))
states must see that perpetrators of such crimes are brought to justice (11(3))
states must make sure that no girls under 18 years old take a direct part in hostilities (11(4))
states must make sure that children are not recruited as soldiers (11(4))

Underlying these guarantees is women’s basic right to peace, set out in Article 10. This includes their right to increased participation in conflict prevention, decision-making, protection of refugees and the internally displaced, and all aspects of post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation. In keeping with the right to peace, states are directed to reduce their military expenditures “significantly” and to use the funds instead for social development, especially with regards to women. (Article 10(3)) Given its innovative and relevant provisions, all African countries should be strongly urged to ratify this instrument as soon as possible so that it will enter into force.

Other regional standards
Council of Europe: Recommendation Rec(2002)5 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the protection of women against violence
The Council of Europe’s Recommendation Rec(2002)5 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the protection of women against violence sets out a range of measures that should be taken to stamp out violence against women. The foundation of this non-treaty standard is the state obligation to use “due diligence” (Paragraph II) to prevent, investigate and punish both private and state violence against women.

The requisite tasks also include:
reviewing legislation and policies with respect to violence against women, so as to ensure that women actually are guaranteed their rights, and non-governmental organizations are involved in the elaboration and implementation of necessary measures (Paragraph I 1,2,3)
encouraging the active participation of men in action to end violence against women (Paragraph III)
drawing up plans of action, and promoting research and study on the topic (Paragraphs IV, V, VI)
improving coordination in efforts to combat violence (Paragraphs I(3), VII)
reporting to the Council of Europe on follow up measures taken (Paragraph IX)

An Appendix attached to Recommendation Rec (2002)5 sets out more detailed actions to be taken. It also notes expressly that for the purposes of this standard, violence against women includes “violation of the human rights of women in situations of armed conflict, in particular the taking of hostages, forced displacement, systematic rape, sexual slavery, forced pregnancy, and trafficking for the purposes of sexual exploitation and economic exploitation”. (Appendix, Paragraph 1d)

In the Appendix, the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers calls on member states to take a number of steps to deal with violence against women, in general. Many of these mirror standards at the international level. Measures to be taken include:

- increasing public awareness and training programmes, especially for law enforcement and the judiciary, with regard to violence against women (Appendix, para. 3(d), 3(e), 7, 8, 11, 13)
- combating gender stereotypes in education and the media (Appendix, para. 15, 17-20)
- offering treatment and counselling for victims and preventing re-victimization through gender-insensitive enforcement policies and personnel (Appendix, paras. 23-33)
- criminalization of all forms of rape and sexual assault (Appendix, paras. 34-35)
- providing for compensation for victims (Appendix, para. 36)

Some innovative provisions are explicitly enumerated in this standard. They tell states to, among other things:

- consider the needs of preventing gender-based violence while engaging in local, regional and urban planning and planning services such as transportation and public lighting and the design of buildings (Appendix, para. 21-22)
- provide that victims of violence have the opportunity to be heard by female officers (Appendix, para. 29)
- penalize any sexual act committed against a non-consenting person, regardless of whether that person displays signs of resistance or not (Appendix, para. 35)
- organize intervention programmes for perpetrators (Appendix, paras. 50-53)
- consider setting up genetic data banks with genetic profiles of perpetrators of sexual violence (Appendix, para. 54)

Additional measures concerning violence in conflict and post-conflict situations

Specific measures that should be taken to protect women from violence in conflict and post-conflict zones are set out in detail in the Appendix. The measures recommended by the Council of Europe Recommendation include the following:

Member states should:

“68. penalise all forms of violence against women and children in situations of conflict, in accordance with the provisions of international humanitarian law, whether they occur in the form of humiliation, torture, sexual slavery or death resulting from these actions;

“69. penalise rape, sexual slavery, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilisation or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity as an intolerable violation of human rights, as crimes against humanity and, when committed in the context of an armed conflict, as war crimes;

“70. ensure protection of witnesses before the national courts and international criminal tribunals trying genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes, and provide them with legal residence at least during the proceedings;

“71. ensure social and legal assistance to all persons called to testify before the national courts and international criminal tribunals trying genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes;

“72. consider providing refugee status or subsidiary protection for reasons of gender-based persecution and/or providing residence status on humanitarian grounds to women victims of violence during conflicts;

“73. support and fund NGOs providing counselling and assistance to victims of violence during conflicts and in post-conflict situations;

“74. in post-conflict situations, promote the inclusion of issues specific
to women into the reconstruction and the political renewal process in affected areas;

“75. at national and international levels, ensure that all interventions in areas which have been affected by conflicts are performed by personnel who have been offered gender-sensitive training;

“76. support and fund programmes which follow a gender-sensitive approach in providing assistance to victims of conflicts and contributing to the reconstruction and repatriation efforts following a conflict.”
8. Universal non-treaty standards specific to women

A number of significant non-treaty standards have been developed to further specify what states and others must do to protect women and girls in armed conflict. Unlike treaties, or rules that clearly rise to the level of customary international law, these standards do not as such constitute binding legal obligations on states. They do, however, provide detail and clarification of existing legal rules, as well as prospects for their future development. With increasing repetition of many of these provisions and their consistent acceptance by states in the form, *inter alia*, of UN General Assembly resolutions, there is an increasingly powerful argument available that at least parts of some of these texts are emerging norms of customary international law.

**Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict**

Born out of the work of the UN Commission on the Status of Women at sessions in 1972 and 1974, the Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict was adopted by the UN General Assembly in December 1974. The aim of the declaration is to “provide special protection of women and children belonging to the civilian population” (preamble) and its own terms “call... for the strict observance of the Declaration by all Member States (of the UN).” (Preamble)

Although it does not make specific reference to rape, sexual assault or other gender-based violence, the Declaration is significant because it represents the first real recognition within the UN system of the need to address the specific threats to women in armed conflict. Also, its text and drafting process influenced the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions (see below) which were being drafted in the 1970s.

The Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict:

- prohibits attacks and bombings on the civilian population (Paragraph 1)
- “severely” condemns the use of chemical and bacteriological weapons (Paragraph 2)
- calls on states to respect the Geneva Conventions and other international law to protect women and children (Paragraph 3)
- deems “criminal” all forms of repression, cruel and inhuman treatment, imprisonment, torture, shooting, mass arrests, collective punishment, destruction of dwellings and forcible eviction of women and children (Paragraph 5)

Significantly, civilian women and children caught in situations of emergency and conflict are not to be deprived of “shelter, food, medical aid or other inalienable rights, in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Declaration on the Rights of the Child or other instruments of international law”. (Paragraph 6)

**Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women**

Unfortunately, after the adoption of the 1974 UN General Assembly Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and Armed Conflict, little attention was given to the issue of women in conflict until the early 1990s. In response to the widely publicized gender-based atrocities in the armed conflict in the former Yugoslavia, and the courageous revelations of the aging former “comfort women” forced into sexual slavery during the Second World War, the international women’s human rights movement galvanized the international community to take notice of the issue. Hence, during the 1990s, a corpus of international standards crystallized which focused on state obligations to protect women from gender-based violence, including in war. Many of the most relevant standards date from this era.

One of the most important of these is the 1993 UN General Assembly Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women. This Declaration constituted affirmation by the international community of a number of important realities, including:

- “violence against women is an obstacle to the achievement of equality, development and peace” (Preamble)
- “violence against women constitutes a violation of the rights and fundamental freedoms of women” (Preamble)
“violence against women is a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between men and women, which have led to domination over and discrimination against women by men and to the prevention of the full advancement of women, and that violence against women is one of the crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a subordinate position compared with men...” (Preamble)

These constitute an important and authoritative recognition of the holistic view of violence against women, as both a cause and consequence of women’s subordination in society, and inherently linked to pervasive discrimination against women. Furthermore, violence against women is a fundamental human rights issue, not a private matter. It is within this serious context, and not as an aberration, that violence against women in armed conflict should be understood.

All forms of gender-based violence against women in armed conflict are clearly included within the scope of the Declaration which specifies its relevance to “violence occurring in the family” (Article 2a), “violence occurring within the general community” (Article 2b) and “violence perpetrated or condoned by the State, wherever it occurs” (Article 2c). Furthermore, the preamble specifically registers concern that “some groups of women, such as... refugee women... and women in situations of armed conflict, are especially vulnerable to violence”.

Once the Declaration enumerates these basic concerns and frameworks, it sets out the requirements on states. These state obligations are concentrated in Article 4.

States should:
- condemn violence against women (Article 4)
- not invoke any custom, tradition or religious consideration to avoid their obligations to this end (Article 4)
- consider ratifying CEDAW or withdrawing any reservations they have entered to that Convention (Article 4a)
- refrain from engaging in violence against women (Article 4b)
- exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate and punish acts of violence against women, by state or private actors (Article 4c)
- develop legal and administrative sanctions in domestic law for perpetrators of violence against women (Article 4d)
- develop legal avenues of redress for women victim-survivors of violence (Article 4d)
- make sure that the sanctions and redress available are actually accessible to women and that women are informed of their rights (Article 4d)
- ensure gender-sensitive enforcement of sanctions and redress for women victim-survivors (Article 4f)
- cooperate with non-governmental organizations (Article 4e, 4o, 4p)
- commit sufficient budgetary resources for these activities (Article 4h)
- develop preventive approaches and not simply punish after the fact (Article 4f)
- offer rehabilitation, treatment, support and assistance to women victim-survivors (Article 4g)
- tackle stereotypical views of women and men through education (Article 4j)
- promote the study of violence against women with a view to understanding and stopping it (Article 4k)
- encourage inter-governmental organizations to combat violence against women (Article 4q)

It must be noted that the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women is not a convention or treaty. It is not a primary source of inter-national law. However, UN General Assembly resolutions are authoritative statements of the international community. For example, the touchstone of the International Bill of Human Rights, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is also a UN General Assembly resolution.

Such resolutions may be understood as either evidence of a primary source of international law, or movement in the direction of new norms of international law. A number of factors are considered in evaluating any given resolution as evidence of a customary norm or as a developing norm. These include the kind of language used, which is often hortatory, providing encouragement rather than imposing obligations. For example, Article 4 says that states “should” undertake the enumerated actions. Other factors include the repetition of such resolutions and voting patterns.

There are several other arguments which can also be made.

The preamble of the Declaration notes that respect for this resolution would strengthen efforts at “effective implementation” of CEDAW, which is a treaty or primary source of international law. As such, the Declaration may be seen as a kind of codicil to CEDAW and states parties would need to take it into consideration in order to fully respect their treaty obligations.

The Declaration understands itself as “a clear and comprehensive definition of violence against women, a clear statement of the rights to be applied to ensure the elimination of violence against women in all its forms, a commitment by States in respect of their responsibilities, and a commitment by the international community at large to the elimination of violence against women”. (Preamble) Furthermore, the UN General Assembly “urges
that every effort be made so that it becomes generally... respected”. In sum, the Declaration represents one of the most specific statements made to date by the international community, at a high political level, of what states must do to end violence against women.

Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action

The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, which came out of the 1995 UN Fourth World Conference on Women, has two sections which are particularly relevant to the prevention of violence against women in armed conflict.141

Beijing Platform for Action: Violence against Women

As in the UN General Assembly Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women, violence against women is recognized in the Beijing Platform for Action as “an obstacle to... equality, development and peace”. (Paragraph 112) This section of the Beijing Platform for Action makes specific reference to “violation of the human rights of women in situations of armed conflict, in particular murder, systematic rape, sexual slavery and forced pregnancy” (Paragraph 114) as forms of violence against women covered by its provisions. It also notes the particular vulnerability of women to violence in such situations, including “armed conflict, foreign occupation, wars of aggression, civil wars, terrorism, including hostage-taking”. (Paragraph 116)

The holistic approach to violence against women seen in the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women is carried through here, explicitly linking violence to discrimination and women’s subordination. (Paragraphs 117, 118)

In thinking about the role of law in the process of combating violence against women in armed conflict, it is instructive to note that according to the Beijing Platform for Action, violence against women is worsened by, among other factors:

“women’s lack of access to legal information, aid or protection; the lack of laws that effectively prohibit violence against women; failure to reform existing laws; inadequate efforts on the part of public authorities to promote awareness of and enforce existing laws.” (Paragraph 118)

On the issue of violence against women in conflict, this section of the Beijing Platform for Action insists that the training of all officials in humanitarian law and human rights law and the punishment of perpetrators would lessen the likelihood of such violence. (Paragraph 121) It further requires that governments “and other actors” should mainstream gender perspectives in all policies and programmes, “so that before decisions are taken an analysis may be made of their effects on women and men”. (Paragraph 123)

A series of strategic objectives is identified relating to each of the 12 principal areas of concern recognized by the Beijing Platform for Action. Each strategic objective is complemented by lists of tasks which states are asked to undertake in order to meet that goal. The most relevant strategic objectives relating to violence against women in conflict are that states should: “take integrated measures to prevent and eliminate violence against women” (Strategic objective D.1); “Study the causes and consequences of violence against women and the effectiveness of preventive measures” (Strategic objective D.2); and “Eliminate trafficking in women and assist victims of violence due to prostitution and trafficking” (Strategic objective D.3).

Integrated measures to prevent and eliminate violence against women

In order to successfully “take integrated measures to prevent and eliminate violence against women (Strategic objective D.1), states must, among other things:

- condemn violence and not use cultural justifications for it (Paragraph 124a)
- refrain from violence against women (Paragraph 124b)
- exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate and punish violence against women by private or public actors (Paragraph 124b)
- enact or strengthen legal and administrative sanctions for all forms of violence against women and ensure that they are accessible to the women who need them (Paragraph 124c, i)
- periodically review such legislation (Paragraph 124d)
- take measures to ensure compensation of victims (Paragraph 124d)
- ratify and implement relevant international human rights treaties (Paragraph 124e)
- implement CEDAW, taking into account General Recommendation 19 (Paragraph 124f)
- give gender-sensitive training, especially to judicial, legal, law enforcement and medical personnel and those who work with refugees and migrants (Paragraph 124gn)
inform women of rights and remedies available to them (Paragraph 124h)

“ensure that the revictimization of women victims of violence does not occur because of gender-insensitive laws or judicial or enforcement practices” (Paragraph 124g)

support non-governmental organizations in their efforts to combat harmful traditional practices that constitute violence against women (Paragraph 124i)

adopt plans of action to end violence against women (Paragraph 124j)

combat stereotypical views of gender roles, including through education (Paragraph 124k)

create or strengthen complaints procedures that are victim-friendly (Paragraph 124l)

provide for the particular needs of women with disabilities (Paragraph 124m)

allocate adequate resources to all these ends (Paragraph 124p)

include relevant information in all submissions to UN human rights bodies (Paragraph 124q)

cooperate with and assist all relevant human rights mechanisms, such as the UN Special Rapporteurs on violence against women and on torture (Paragraph 124r)

Governments, including local governments, and other relevant actors must also:

provide shelters, medical and counselling services and appropriate assistance to victims (Paragraph 125a)

make sure that services are accessible to and effective for migrant women and girls (Paragraph 125b,c)

organize community-based education and training and information campaigns (Paragraph 125e,g)

develop programmes to eliminate sexual harassment (Paragraph 126a)

carry out education about how acts of violence against women constitute crimes and human rights violations (Paragraph 126b)

take special measures to protect women at risk of violence, including specifically refugee and internally displaced women (Paragraph 126d)

Study the causes and consequences of violence against women

In order to fulfil the objective “Study the causes and consequences of violence against women and the effectiveness of preventive measures” (Strategic objective D.2), states must:

promote research, collect data and compile statistics on violence against women, especially that which can assist in prevention or documents the impact of violence (Paragraph 129a, c)

publicize the findings of such research (Paragraph 129b)

courage consideration of these issues by the media (Paragraph 129d)

Eliminate trafficking in women

To achieve the objective “Eliminate trafficking in women and assist victims of violence due to prostitution and trafficking” (Strategic objective D.3), states must:

ratify and enforce relevant treaties (Paragraph 130a)

address root causes (Paragraph 130b)

promote cooperation among law enforcement agencies and services (Paragraph 130c)

offer rehabilitation, job training, legal assistance and so on to victims of trafficking (Paragraph 130d)

cooperate with non-governmental organizations working in the field (Paragraph 130d)

develop education programmes and legislation to prevent sex tourism and trafficking in children (Paragraph 130e)

Beijing Platform for Action: women and armed conflict

Perhaps most importantly, this section of the Beijing Platform for Action proclaims that, “Peace is inextricably linked with equality between women and men and development”. (Paragraph 131) It condemns gross abuses of human rights in armed conflict, including rape and systematic rape, and tells states that perpetrators must be brought to justice. (Paragraph 131) Furthermore, the Beijing Platform for Action insists on the mainstreaming of gender perspectives into all policies and programmes related to armed conflict. (Paragraph 141)

Experts have pointed out that one of the important contributions of the Beijing Platform for Action is the articulation of a broad view of women in armed conflict, including, but not limited to, as victims of sexual violence. The Beijing Platform for Action looks at a wide range of issues that have an impact on women in conflict and this broader view has been taken up in subsequent work on the topic at the international level. Furthermore, the mere fact that this topic was chosen as one of only 12 areas of principal concern in the Beijing Platform for Action has flagged its importance to the international community.

The Beijing Platform for Action lists several strategic objectives in relation to violence against women in armed conflict and sets out recommendations for actions to be taken to meet each objective.
Increase the participation of women in conflict resolution and protect women

“Increase the participation of women in conflict resolution at decision-making levels and protect women living in situations of armed and other conflicts or under foreign occupation” (Strategic Objective E.1)

Actions to be taken to meet this objective include:
- promoting equal participation of women in decision-making, including at the UN (Paragraph 142a)
- aiming for gender balance on international criminal tribunals, judicial bodies and those related to peaceful resolution of disputes (Paragraph 142b)
- providing gender issues training to all those involved in such bodies (Paragraph 142c)

Reduce excessive military expenditures and control arms

“Reduce excessive military expenditures and control the availability of armaments” (Strategic Objective E.2)

Governments must:
- increase conversion of military resources to peaceful ends (Paragraph 143a)
- move resources from military spending to social spending for the advancement of women (Paragraph 143b)
- combat illicit arms trafficking (Paragraph 143d)
- combat trafficking in women (Paragraph 143d)
- recognize that women (and children) are disproportionately harmed by the use of landmines (Paragraph 143e)
- promote mine clearance (Paragraph 143e (iii))
- adopt moratoria on export of anti-personnel land-mines (Paragraph 143e (v))
- recognize the leading role that women have played in the peace movement (Paragraph 143f)
- work actively towards general, complete and verifiable disarmament (Paragraph 143f (i))

Reduce the incidence of human rights abuse in conflicts

“Promote non-violent forms of conflict resolution and reduce the incidence of human rights abuse in conflict situations” (Strategic objective E.3)

The list of measures to be taken includes:
- ratifying treaties concerning protection of women in conflict, including the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 and both the 1977 Additional Protocols (Paragraph 144a)
- respecting in totality the norms of international humanitarian law (see below), especially those to protect women from rape, forced prostitution and other forms of “indecent assault” (Paragraph 144b)
- encouraging peaceful resolution of disputes (Paragraph 145b)
- condemning the use of systematic rape and torture of women as a tool of war (Paragraph 145c)
- providing victims of systematic rape and ill-treatment of women in conflict with full assistance for physical and mental rehabilitation (Paragraph 145c)
- reaffirming that rape in war constitutes a war crime and that it may also, in certain circumstances, be a crime against humanity or an act of genocide (145d)
- taking all needed measures to protect women from rape, and strengthening mechanisms to investigate allegations of rape and bring perpetrators to justice (Paragraph 145d)
- upholding and reinforcing the standards of international humanitarian law and human rights law to prevent all violence against women in conflict (Paragraph 145e)
- investigating fully all acts of violence against women during conflict, including forced prostitution and sexual slavery (Paragraph 145e)
- prosecuting all those implicated in war crimes against women (Paragraph 145e)
- providing full redress to women victims (Paragraph 145e)
- incorporating gender into training for all relevant personnel, especially those who are to participate in peace-keeping and aid operations (Paragraph 145g)
- refraining absolutely from using food and medicine as tools for political pressure (Paragraph 145h)
- taking steps to alleviate the impact of sanctions on women (Paragraph 145i)

Promote women’s contribution to peace

“Promote women’s contribution to fostering a culture of peace” (Strategic objective E.4)

Relevant required steps include:
- promotion of peace education and research (Paragraphs 146)
- encouraging research on the impact of conflict on women, and involving women in the research (Paragraph
Protect and support refugee and displaced women
“Provide protection, assistance and training to refugee women, other displaced women in need of international protection and internally displaced women” (Strategic objective E.5)

States and other relevant actors, such as inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations, must:

- involve women in planning of refugee programmes, camps and resources (Paragraph 147a)
- make certain that refugee and displaced women and girls have direct access to services provided (Paragraph 147a)
- provide adequate protection from violence to such women both while displaced and on return to their homes (Paragraph 147b, c, d)
- provide rehabilitation to women in such circumstances (Paragraph 147c)
- thoroughly investigate any violence that does take place against refugee or displaced women (Paragraph 147c)
- ensure the right of refugee and displaced women to return in safety to their places of origin (Paragraph 147d)
- verify that the international community provides sufficient resources and relief to meet the needs of refugee and displaced women (Paragraph 147f)
- ensure the right of refugee and displaced women to return in safety to their places of origin (Paragraph 147f)
- ensure equal access and treatment of women in refugee determination and asylum procedures (Paragraph 147h)
- consider recognizing as refugees those women whose claim to such status is based upon well-founded fear of persecution through sexual violence or other gender-related persecution (Paragraph 147h)
- spread awareness among refugee and displaced women of their rights (Paragraph 147k)
- provide women refugees with training programmes, counselling on violence against women, and rehabilitation programmes for all forms of torture and trauma (Paragraph 147l)
- contribute adequately to assistance for refugee women, both at the national and international levels (Paragraph 147l)
- promote public awareness of the situation of refugee women (Paragraph 147m)
- develop human rights education for military, security and police personnel and others working in refugee areas (Paragraph 147o)
- disseminate and follow the Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) (Paragraph 148a)

Assist women in non-self-governing territories
“Provide assistance to the women of the colonies and non-self-governing territories” (Strategic objective E.6)

The list of tasks for governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations includes:

- supporting the right of self-determination (Paragraph 149a)
- promoting awareness of the situation of women in colonies and other non-self-governing areas (Paragraph 149b)

Status of the Beijing Platform for Action
Standards such as the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women and the Beijing Platform for Action show the repetition of obligations that suggest emerging norms of customary international law. Furthermore, in its Resolution 56/132, the UN General Assembly proposed a series of steps needed to “achieve full and accelerated implementation” of the Beijing Platform for Action (preamble). The UN General Assembly “reaffirms the goals, objectives and commitments contained in the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action” (Paragraph 1) and called upon governments, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations “to take effective action to achieve full and effective implementation of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action”. (Paragraph 3)

Specifically with regard to armed conflict, Resolution 56/132:

- recognizes the important role of women in conflict prevention and resolution, and in peace-building
- recognizes the importance of the equal participation of women in efforts to maintain peace and security (Paragraph 22)

In 2000, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 1325 on women, and peace and security.

According to UN Charter Article 25, all UN members must “accept and carry out” Security Council resolutions. However, it should be noted that Resolution 1325 was not adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, its most robust section, which covers action with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression. This despite the fact that violence against women has been recognized as an obstacle to peace.

Reaffirming “the need to implement fully international humanitarian and human rights law that protects the rights of women and girls during and after conflicts” (Preamble), Resolution 1325 calls upon all member states to undertake the following tasks:

► ensure increased representation of women at all levels of decision-making, including in national, regional and international institutions which deal with conflicts (Paragraph 1)
► provide women candidates to the UN Secretary-General to be included in a centralized roster to increase the pool of qualified women available to the UN (Paragraph 3)
► incorporate gender training and HIV/AIDS awareness training into programmes for military and civilian police personnel who will participate in UN operations (Paragraph 6)
► increase their contributions and support for the UN’s gender-sensitive training efforts (especially those of the UN Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), and UNHCR. (Paragraph 7)

Through Resolution 1325, the Security Council calls on those actors involved in reaching peace agreements and implementing those agreements to adopt a gender perspective which:

► considers the needs of women and girls during repatriation, resettlement, rehabilitation, reintegration and reconstruction (Paragraph 8a)
► offers support for women’s peace efforts and involvement of women in all implementation mechanisms (Paragraph 8b)
► ensures the protection of and respect for human rights of women and girls, especially in regards to the constitution, the electoral system, the judiciary and law enforcement (Paragraph 8c)
► factors in the needs of female ex-combatants and their dependants to any demobilization and reintegration strategies (Paragraph 13)

All parties to armed conflict are called upon to:

► respect fully international law applicable to the rights and protection of women and girls, especially as civilians. (Paragraph 9) The sources of that law explicitly mentioned include the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their 1977 Additional Protocols, the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, CEDAW and its optional protocol, and the CRC and its two optional protocols.
► “bear in mind the relevant provisions of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court” (Paragraph 9)

Resolution 1325 also includes an explicit appeal to all parties to armed conflict to:

► “take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, and all other forms of violence in situations of armed conflict” (Paragraph 10)
► to respect the “civilian and humanitarian” character of refugee camps and settlements and use a gender-sensitive methodology to design such facilities (Paragraph 12).

Resolution 1325 stresses the “responsibility of all States to put an end to impunity and to prosecute those responsible for genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes including those relating to sexual and other violence against women and girls”. (Paragraph 11). It calls for these crimes to be excluded from amnesty provisions “where feasible”. (Paragraph 11) While this provision has inherent weaknesses in comparison with other Security Council actions on overcoming impunity, the resolution overall was a significant step for the Security Council in the gender area.

Resolution 1325 was adopted by a unanimous vote of the members of the Security Council which at the time included Argentina, Bangladesh, Canada, Jamaica, Malaysia, Mali, Namibia, Netherlands, Tunisia and Ukraine, as well as the permanent members (China, France, Russian Federation, United Kingdom and the USA).

9. Other relevant human rights standards
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the founding document of the international human rights law structure. It states that recognition of “the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of... peace in the world”. (Preamble)

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights guarantees many of the rights found in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. It is particularly important in relation to those states that have not ratified those treaties and as a statement, at least in part, that is increasingly seen as reflecting customary international law.

In relevant articles it prohibits:

- sex discrimination (Articles 2 and 7)
- slavery and servitude (Article 4)
- torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (Article 5)
- arbitrary arrest, detention or exile (Article 9)

Of particular pertinence to women and girls in conflict, it guarantees:

- the right to life, liberty and security of person (Article 3)
- effective remedies from national tribunals for violations of rights (Article 8)
- fair trials (Articles 10, 11)
- freedom of movement, including the right to leave any country and to return to her country (Article 13)
- the right to seek asylum (Article 14)
- the right to marry in full equality and only with the free consent of spouses (Article 16(1), (2))
- protection for the family (Article 16)
- an adequate standard of living, including food and medical care (Article 25(1))
- special protection for motherhood and childhood (Article 25(2))
- the right to an education, particularly education that promotes peace (Article 26)

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights calls for these rights to be available at the national level, but also within the international context. “Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.” (Article 28) Moreover, it may be seen as being relevant to abuses by non-state actors since it proclaims itself as the “common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of society” shall strive to promote respect for these rights. (Preamble)

Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action

Women’s rights are human rights. This basic pronouncement has its roots in the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action which emerged from the World Conference on Human Rights in June 1993. An entire section of the Programme of Action (Number 3) is devoted to “the equal status and human rights of women”.

Governments are to make the “full and equal enjoyment by women of all human rights” a priority. (Paragraph 36) They are urged to eliminate violence against women “in public and private life” (Paragraph 38) in accordance with the provisions of the UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (which had not yet been adopted). In particular, states should ratify CEDAW and should consider withdrawing their reservations to it. (Paragraph 39)

Specifically on women in conflict, the conference noted that:

“Violations of the human rights of women in situations of armed conflict are violations of the fundamental principles of international human rights and humanitarian law. All violations of this kind, including in particular, murder, systematic rape, sexual slavery, and forced pregnancy, require a particularly effective response.” (Paragraph 38)

Cairo Declaration

This ties in to the Declaration’s general statement on armed conflicts which calls on “States and all parties to armed conflicts to observe humanitarian law... as well as minimum standards for protection of human rights, as laid down in international conventions”. (Paragraph 29)

The Cairo Declaration: The Programme of Action of the International Conference on Population and Development was adopted in 1994. Women activists see the Cairo Declaration, along with the Vienna and
Beijing pronouncements, as forming the bedrock of a new international vision for protecting women’s human rights. A number of provisions are relevant to the protection of women from violence during and after armed conflict.

States are to:

- eliminate all practices that discriminate against women (Paragraph 4.4c)
- assist women in realizing their rights, including those related to reproductive and sexual health (Paragraph 4.4c)
- eliminate violence against women (Paragraph 4.4c)
- implement CEDAW, the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action and the UN Declaration on Violence against Women (Paragraph 4.5)
- condemn rape, especially as a tool of war or form of ethnic cleansing, and provide women victims the means for full rehabilitation (Paragraph 4.10)

States must also take “collective measures” to alleviate the suffering of child victims of armed conflicts and to promote their rehabilitation. (Paragraph 6.12)

States should:

- provide reproductive health services for displaced persons that are sensitive to those who have been victims of sexual violence (Paragraph 7.11)
- engage in open discussion and education to address sexual abuse (Paragraph 7.39)
- strengthen the necessary laws (Paragraph 7.39)
- take the necessary steps to reduce maternal and infant mortality (Chapter VIII, B and C)

The document notes that internally displaced women may be at particular risk of rape and sexual assault and sets as an objective for states that they “offer adequate protection and assistance to persons displaced within their country, particularly women... and to find solutions to the root causes of their displacement”. (Paragraph 9.20)

Displaced women should receive training, health care, including reproductive care and family planning. (Paragraph 9.22) The Cairo Declaration also calls for effective security to be guaranteed to refugees, and for adequate provision to be made for their health, education and rehabilitation, in a gender-sensitive fashion. (Paragraph 10.22) Most fundamentally, governments are to respect refugee law and sign up to its provisions. (Paragraph 10.27)

Durban Declaration and Programme of Action

The Durban Declaration and Programme of Action emerged from the 2001 UN World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance. The Declaration flags racism and discrimination as frequent root causes of conflict. (Preamble) The Programme of Action goes on to call for respect for human rights and international humanitarian law in conflict situations, and to demand the peaceful resolution of disputes. (Paragraph 149) It urges the UN to work to “discern patterns of serious violations of human rights and humanitarian law with a view to assessing the risk of further deterioration that could lead to genocide, war crimes or crimes against humanity”. (Paragraph 153) A specific call is made for states that have not done so to accede to the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols, and to implement fully these rules in national legislation, especially those concerned with non-discrimination. (Paragraph 168)

With particular reference to women, the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action draws international attention to the problem of overlapping discriminations and urges the integration of a gender perspective throughout the work of implementing its provisions. (Paragraph 50)

The Durban Declaration and Programme of Action urges states:

“(a) To recognize that sexual violence which has been systematically used as a weapon of war, sometimes with the acquiescence or at the instigation of the State, is a serious violation of international humanitarian law that, in defined circumstances, constitutes a crime against humanity and/or a war crime, and that the intersection of discrimination on grounds of race and gender makes women and girls particularly vulnerable to this type of violence, which is often related to racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance”

“(b) To end impunity and prosecute those responsible for crimes against humanity and war crimes, including crimes related to sexual and other gender-based violence against women and girls, as well as to ensure that persons in authority who are responsible for such crimes, including by
committing, ordering, soliciting, inducing, aiding in, abetting, assisting or in any other way contributing to their commission or attempted commission, are identified, investigated, prosecuted and punished” (Paragraph 54)

UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials

The Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials contains a number of principles of importance to the general protection of human rights. Those of particular relevance to protecting women from violence in conflict and post-conflict situations include:

- law enforcement officials shall respect and protect human dignity and human rights (Article 2)
- law enforcement officials may only use force when strictly necessary and in a strictly proportional fashion (Article 3)
- no law enforcement official may inflict or tolerate torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, including in a state of war or public emergency (Article 5)
- law enforcement officials shall protect the health of people in their custody (Article 6)

UN Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power

The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1985. Article 1 of the Declaration defines a “victim” for these purposes as someone who has suffered harm through acts or omissions in violation of national criminal laws, including those laws that prohibit “criminal abuse of power”. This would cover many abuses in armed conflict, particularly in internal conflict.

The Declaration states that victims should:

- be treated with respect for their dignity (Paragraph 4)
- have access to justice and prompt redress (Paragraph 4)
- be informed of their rights to redress (Paragraph 5)
- receive necessary medical and other assistance (Paragraph 14)
- have access to health and social services (Paragraph 15)
- be offered restitution, where appropriate, including for harms committed by state agents in which case such restitution must come from the state (Paragraphs 8 and 11)
- be assisted in a way that does not discriminate on the basis of, among other things, sex. (Paragraph 3)

When compensation is not available from other sources, states should compensate victims, or their surviving family members, who have “sustained significant bodily injury or impairment” as a result of serious crimes. (Paragraph 12) Implicitly, the Declaration encourages the creation of international funds to assist in this process, noting that there may be circumstances in which the victim’s home state “is not in a position to compensate the victim”. (Paragraph 13)

Police, justice and other personnel who may work with victims should receive special training. All services and assistance should take into account any special needs of victims based on the nature of the harm they have suffered or based on a series of factors, including sex. (Paragraphs 3 and 17)

“Victims of abuse of power” have suffered harm due to violations of international law, which may not yet be violations of the relevant domestic law. They are also to receive support and assistance and states are to consider offering them compensation and restitution. States should pass laws proscribing serious abuses of power and should develop the remedies available to such victims. (Paragraphs 18 to 21)

Recommendations of UNIFEM independent experts

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, a Liberian woman activist and former government minister, and Elisabeth Rehn, a former Finnish minister of defence and UN Under-Secretary-General, were commissioned in April 2001 as independent experts by UNIFEM (the United Nations Development Fund for Women). They were asked to undertake a worldwide study of the impact of war on women. They took a holistic approach to the subject, considering women’s health in conflict, gender-sensitive justice and reconstruction, women refugees and the role of the media. They have put forward a set of recommendations on violence against women in conflict. Although these are recommendations, rather than a binding legal text, as the expert recommendations of two women with such backgrounds published through the UN system, they should be seen as significant.

With regard to conflict violence against women, they suggest the following:
setting up an international truth and reconciliation commission on violence against women as a step towards ending impunity
- targeted sanctions against trafficking of women and girls in and through conflict zones, avoiding prosecution of the victims of trafficking
- recognition of domestic violence as a systematic and widespread problem in conflict and post-conflict situations which needs to be addressed in any humanitarian, legal or security response and in training for those involved in emergencies and reconstruction.
- governments and other actors such as donors and the UN should provide long-term support for women survivors of violence, including legal, economic, psychosocial and reproductive health services.

Other general human rights standards
A number of other general human rights standards may be consulted with regard to protecting women in time of armed conflict. These include:
- The UN Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions
- The Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons
- The Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials
- The Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance
- The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families
- The Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief
- The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
- The Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment
- The Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
- The Principles on the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
- The Principles of Medical Ethics relevant to the Role of Health Personnel, Particularly Physicians, in the Protection of Prisoners and Detainees against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
- The Safeguards guaranteeing protection of the rights of those facing the death penalty

All of these texts are available on the website of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights at www.ohchr.org/english/law/index.htm. The recommendations of the Special Rapporteurs of the Commission on Human Rights, in particular the Special Rapporteur on violence against women, and the human rights treaty bodies, should also be consulted.

Women and post-conflict situations
Women face a range of problems in post-conflict environments that may lead to violence. In some cases the environment is even worse for them than during the conflict. Problems include:
- an increase in polygamy, owing to death of the husband
- difficulty of remarriage
- loss of social position
- high suicide rates among victim-survivors, especially of sexual violence
- loss of any “advantages” women may have gained during conflict, for example the return of newly or previously abusive partners, and women’s removal or retreat from new roles in the public sphere, especially employment
- the creation of female-headed households, often impoverished due to discrimination
- an increase in prostitution and trafficking, especially related to peacekeepers and aid workers
- financial burdens for survivors of violence, especially sexual violence and forced pregnancy (abortion or adoption or child raising, plus medical care)
- non-eligibility for pensions

In recent years, there has been growing awareness of the disturbing fact that peacekeepers and aid workers, sent by the international community to support affected populations in such times, might actually be perpetrators of abuses against women, especially in post-conflict situations. This has largely been in the field of sexual
harassment and sexual violence, and participation in trafficking and using the services of prostitutes. Most peacekeepers and aid workers play a constructive and important role in post-conflict countries. However, the involvement of international community personnel in abuses against women must be confronted. The UN has developed codes of conduct for its personnel in which include prohibitions on sexual abuse or exploitation of local women. UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan announced a UN policy of “zero tolerance” for such abuses and issued a special bulletin in October 2003 entitled “Special measures for protection from sexual exploitation and sexual abuse”. These policies and codes must be fully implemented as a matter of priority.

Standards governing the post-conflict phase in particular are very limited. Human rights experts are working on draft legislation (a Penal Code and Code of Criminal Procedure) which can be used in post-conflict justice systems, based on lessons learned in situations like Kosovo and Cambodia. In the meantime, the UN system has adopted another document which may be of use. It focuses on the responsibilities of the UN, an important beginning to addressing this aspect of conflict.

The Windhoek Declaration

The Windhoek Declaration (The Namibia Plan of Action on “Mainstreaming a Gender Perspective in Multidimensional Peace Support Operations”) was adopted at a seminar organized by the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) on 31 May 2000. This standard addresses vital issues of sexual assault and harassment in post-conflict countries, the prevention of trafficking in women and the way in which women’s human rights evolve in the post-conflict society. It also addresses the question of whether those who have perpetrated violence against women during the conflict are brought to justice and victim-survivors compensated.

As the preamble to the Windhoek Declaration says: “In order to ensure the effectiveness of peace support operations, the principles of gender equality must permeate the entire mission, at all levels, thus ensuring the participation of women and men as equal partners and beneficiaries in all aspects of the peace process – from peacekeeping, reconciliation and peace-building, towards a situation of political stability in which women and men play an equal part in the political, economic and social development of their country.”

To this end, the Declaration urges the following:

1. **Negotiations and peace agreements**
   - women should be equal participants in ceasefire and peace talks
   - gender issues should be fully addressed in any such agreements

2. **Mandate**
   - gender issues and perspectives and the provisions of CEDAW, in particular, should be fully integrated in any UN peace support mission from beginning to end and explicitly included in any relevant Security Council resolution

3. **Leadership**
   - more women must be appointed to relevant high-ranking UN posts, such as Special Representatives of the Secretary-General and senior field staff
   - all senior personnel should receive in-depth briefing on gender issues

4. **Planning, structure and resources of missions**
   - effective, adequately resourced gender affairs units should be standard features of all UN missions
   - all UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) planning teams and briefings must include gender specialists and cover gender issues
   - gender mainstreaming should be prioritized in terms of allocation of resources, and updated based on lessons learned from each past mission

5. **Recruitment**
   - member states should increase their female personnel in military and police forces contributed to UN missions
   - all personnel sent to the field should have gender issues explicitly addressed in their contracts

6. **Training**
   - all personnel contributed to UN missions should receive gender training and many women should be involved as trainers
   - mandatory gender training should be given upon arrival at mission area, addressing:
     - code of conduct
culture, history and social norms of host country
CEDAW
sexual harassment and sexual assault

7. Procedures
- a Senior Gender Adviser post should be created and fully funded in the DPKO
- gender issues need to be fully incorporated into DPKO directives, reporting mechanisms and internal communications
- standard operating procedures need to be developed on the issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment

8. Monitoring, evaluation and accountability
- accountability for these recommendations should be at the highest levels
- reporting, evaluation and research should be encouraged

9. Public awareness
- all possible means should be used to spread public awareness of the centrality of gender issues in peace support operations

The UN Secretary-General is to ensure the achievement of these tasks, but “in consultation with Member States”, who can do a great deal to ensure their realization.
Part Three: INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

10. The laws of war

Another body of law is applicable to women in war – international humanitarian law, the law which regulates the conduct of hostilities and the treatment of civilians, prisoners of war, and others specially affected in cases of armed conflict. International human rights law and international humanitarian law should be thought of as working in tandem in conflict situations.

In times of armed conflict, the international community turns to international humanitarian law as a way to lessen the human cost of war and to supplement human rights law. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) is recognized in the Geneva Conventions and other instruments as a guardian of international humanitarian law, overseeing and facilitating its implementation. It may offer its services to parties to conflict in a range of ways, such as helping to care for the wounded and sick, facilitating the creation and recognition of hospital zones, and assisting prisoners of war.

The Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols

The core of contemporary international humanitarian law consists of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their two Additional Protocols of 1977. Each treaty has a somewhat different focus and less protection is afforded by this body of treaty law in internal conflict than in international conflict.

The four Geneva Conventions of 1949 are:
- Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field (First Geneva Convention, or Geneva I)
- Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea (Second Geneva Convention, or Geneva II)
- Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War (Third Geneva Convention, or Geneva III)
- Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Fourth Geneva Convention, or Geneva IV). Experts have argued that this Convention is potentially the most relevant for women because they are generally civilians in time of war.

A total of 192 states are now parties to these treaties. The bulk of each of the Conventions applies only in cases of international armed conflict.

Common Article 3, found in all four of the Conventions, also applies in cases of “armed conflict not of an international character”, i.e. internal conflict, that takes place on the territory of a state party. Among other things, it requires that “persons taking no active part in the hostilities” be treated humanely, without discrimination on the basis of, among other things, sex.

The Protocols Additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions that were adopted in 1977 are:
- Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I)
  - This treaty supplements and clarifies the rules from 1949 governing international conflicts, in particular with regard to shielding the civilian population from the effects of hostilities. As a product of the time in which it was drafted, which coincided with decolonization, it further extends its protections to those conflicts “in which peoples are fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist régimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination”. (Article I(4)) There are currently 162 state parties to Protocol I.
- Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II)
  - Despite the breadth of its title, Protocol II in fact only applies to a limited subset of internal, non-international armed conflicts: those occurring in the territory of a state party between the forces of the state and armed groups which exercise control over territory and have responsible command, such that they are able to fulfil the provisions of the Protocol. (Article I) Therefore, only conflicts involving armed groups which have a high level of organization and which have gained control of territory are covered by Protocol II. This Protocol supplements the protections
found in common Article 3 of the four Geneva Conventions, but does not apply to the full range of conflicts covered by that article. Furthermore, the wording of the Protocol specifically excludes situations of “internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature”. (Article 1(2)) There are currently 157 states parties to Protocol II.

Customary international law – the Martens clause
In addition to their treaty obligations, states and other parties to the conflict are bound by rules of customary international humanitarian law. Customary rules of international humanitarian law may be found in military manuals and treaties, some of them dating back to the 19th century, but also in the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols themselves, many of whose provisions are widely considered to reflect customary rules.

One important customary provision is the so-called Martens clause, which made its first appearance in the preamble to the 1899 Hague Convention (II) with respect to the laws and customs of war on land. It is named after the Russian law professor, von Martens, who composed it. The clause was restated, in one form or another, in all of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols, where it provides that even if a state decides to “denounce” any of those treaties, such denunciation, “shall in no way impair the obligations which the Parties to the conflict shall remain bound to fulfil by virtue of the principles of the law of nations, from the laws of humanity and the dictates of the public conscience.”

In other words, the Martens clause reminds parties to a conflict that there are basic principles which should guide their conduct regardless of the nature of the conflict or the precise language of treaty provisions. The prohibition of violence against women may safely be considered as one of these basic principles.

Caution required in interpreting international humanitarian law
International humanitarian law must be interpreted carefully. Each treaty has a specific scope of application, in terms of the kinds of situations to which it applies and the categories of person to whom it offers protection. Most of the provisions apply only once a conflict has begun, although some, particularly those regarding dissemination of information about international humanitarian law and military training, apply also in peacetime.

The four Geneva Conventions cease to apply at the close of hostilities, for the most part, except in occupied territory where many of the provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention remain in effect until a year after the end of military operations (see Article 6, Geneva IV). However, the Occupying Power is bound, “for the duration of the occupation”, by many of the Convention’s provisions, including, for instance, the provision that civilians in the hand of an Occupying Power must “at all times be humanely treated”. (Article 27) Protocol I applies fully to situations of occupation until the occupation ends. In internal armed conflict, under Protocol II, those articles specific to the protection of detained persons (Articles 5 and 6) continue to protect individuals detained related to the conflict until they are freed.

Common Article 1: ‘respect and ensure respect’ for humanitarian law
The obligation to “respect and to ensure respect” for humanitarian law in all circumstances is found in Article 1 common to all four Geneva Conventions. This Article provides that “[T]he High Contracting Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present Convention in all circumstances.” According to the ICRC Commentary on Article 1, this is a “fundamental principle.” The same language is used in Article 1 of the two 1977 Protocols (with the substitution of “Protocol” for “Convention”).

As the ICRC Commentary on the Geneva Conventions further notes: “The Contracting Parties do not undertake merely to respect the Convention, but also ‘to ensure respect’ for it. The wording may seem redundant. When a State contracts an engagement, the engagement extends eo ipso [by that very act] to all those over whom it has authority, as well as to the representatives
of its authority; and it is under an obligation to issue the necessary orders. The use of the words 'and to ensure respect' was, however, deliberate: they were intended to emphasize and strengthen the responsibility of the Contracting Parties. It would not, for example, be enough for a State to give orders or directives to a few civilian or military authorities, leaving it to them to arrange as they pleased for the details of their execution... It is for the State to supervise their execution. Furthermore, if it is to keep its solemn engagements, the State must of necessity prepare in advance, that is to say in peacetime, the legal, material or other means of loyal enforcement of the Convention as and when the occasion arises."

Professors Laurence Boisson de Chazournes and Luigi Condorelli have described the meaning of common Article 1 as follows:

"The obligation to respect and to ensure respect for humanitarian law is a two-sided obligation, for it calls on States both 'to respect' and 'to ensure respect' the Conventions [sic]. 'To respect' means that the State is under an obligation to do everything it can to ensure that the rules in question are respected by its organs as well as by others under its jurisdiction. 'To ensure respect' means that States, whether engaged in a conflict or not, must take all possible steps to ensure that the rules are respected by all, and in particular by parties to conflict."

This means that the state not only has to refrain from committing abuses, but it must also protect those under its jurisdiction or control from abuses by others, such as private actors, vital in the area of women's human rights.

Commonly, this was understood to refer largely to the responsibilities of states, whether or not they were parties to a particular conflict, to ensure that the Conventions were respected in any conflict between state parties or in any occupation involving them. However, it is clearly a broad enough engagement of responsibility to refer also to a state protecting women within its territory from whatever the source of violations of the Conventions. This is made explicit in Protocol 1, Article 86, which requires punishment of violations of the Conventions or Protocols which "result from a failure to act when under a duty to do so".

Furthermore, the International Court of Justice stated in the Nicaragua case that the obligation to "respect" and "ensure respect" in common Article 1 "does not derive only from the Conventions themselves, but from the general principles of humanitarian law to which the Conventions merely give specific expression." In other words, it is a norm of customary international law binding on all states.

**Substantive obligations**

Women are theoretically to benefit, just as men are supposed to, from the general protections offered by international humanitarian law. They should be protected by provisions shielding combatants and those who are not, or are no longer, combatants: the wounded, shipwrecked, prisoners, and civilians (including internees) when they fit into each of those categories. While women and girls do sometimes serve as combatants, a reality which must not be overlooked, they most often fit into the category of civilians. Therefore, the Fourth Geneva Convention which protects civilians in time of war or occupation, and the analogous provisions covering internal armed conflict, are seen as particularly relevant to their situation.

In addition to the general provisions of international humanitarian law, there are some which are gender-specific. According to the ICRC, some 50 out of 560 articles of the Conventions and Protocols deal with non-discrimination or otherwise provide "special protection for women".

**Non-discrimination**

The 1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Protocols establish a principle of equality to the effect that “no adverse distinction can be drawn between individuals on the basis of, inter alia, sex.” This principle is reflected, for example, in Article 12 of the Second Geneva Convention which requires humane treatment of people in the power of parties to the conflict. It prohibits “any adverse distinction founded on sex... or any other similar criteria” in such treatment. Article 2(1) of Protocol II repeats this language with respect to the internal armed conflicts that it covers.

Note that it is only adverse distinctions which are banned, and as the experts Judith Gardam and Michelle Jarvis conclude, “differentiation on the basis of sex is thus permissible as long as its impact is favourable.” For
example, sex may be considered, as well as several other factors, in determining if labour is appropriate for a particular prisoner of war (Geneva III, Article 49) or the quality and quantity of bedding and blankets for internees in occupied territory (Geneva IV, Article 85) or the appropriateness of a disciplinary penalty for an internee in occupied territory (Geneva IV, Article 119). The commentary on the Fourth Geneva Convention suggests the need for a careful approach:

“Equality might easily become injustice if it was applied to situations which were essentially unequal, without taking into account such circumstances as the... sex of the protected persons concerned.”

Common Article 3 – basic considerations of humanity

Article 3, found in all four Geneva Conventions, is unique within those Conventions in that it also applies in cases of “armed conflict not of an international character”, i.e. internal conflict, that takes place on the territory of a state party. As such, it obligates “each Party to the conflict” rather than states alone.

Among other things, it protects “persons taking no active part in the hostilities” by prohibiting the following practices (sub-paragraph 1):

“a. violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture
b. taking of hostages
c. outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment
d. the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court”

It requires that people taking no active part in the hostilities “shall in all circumstances be treated humanely,” without discrimination on the basis of, among other things, sex (Sub-paragraph 1), and that “the wounded and sick shall be collected and cared for”. (Sub-paragraph 2)

The International Court of Justice has determined, in the Nicaragua case, that common Article 3 reflects fundamental general principles of humanitarian law. It added that “in the event of international armed conflicts, these rules also constitute a minimum yardstick” of conduct for parties to the conflict. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia added that common Article 3 is “applicable to armed conflicts in general.” (Emphasis added.)

It should also be noted that Article 75 of Protocol I and Article 4 of Protocol II offer similar “fundamental guarantees” for the humane treatment of non-combatants.

11. ‘Special protection’ for women

A set of interrelated provisions set out the basic approach of the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols to the safeguarding of women in conflict.

These general provisions are seen as the touchstone of the protection of women under Geneva law, although standing alone they do not entail specific obligations. They are supplemented by specific provisions detailed below. The goal of these rules, taken together, has been described as “to either reduce the vulnerability of women to sexual violence, to directly prohibit certain types of sexual violence, or to protect them when pregnant or as mothers of young children.”

“Women shall be treated with all consideration due to their sex.” (Article 12, First and Second Geneva Conventions)

The ICRC Commentary suggests that this provision is “an example of a favourable distinction made compulsory”. As to the meaning of this provision, the Commentary which was published in 1960 by the ICRC explains as follows: “What special consideration? No doubt that accorded in every civilized country to beings who are weaker than oneself and whose honour and modesty call for respect.” This language, and the view of women that under-pins it, has been criticized by feminist scholars of international humanitarian law. However, the key notion of respect can be extracted from this old-fashioned interpretation.

“Women shall be treated with all the regard due to their sex and shall in all cases benefit by treatment as favourable as that granted to men.” (Article 14, Third Geneva Convention)
This article refers to women prisoners of war. According to the ICRC Commentary, the key points to be taken into consideration in deciphering the meaning of this provision are: “(a) weakness; (b) honour and modesty; (c) pregnancy and child-birth.” “Weakness”, though an unfortunate word choice in retrospect, seems to refer to women’s physical capacity, which is to be considered with regards to working conditions they are to face and food they must receive. The concern with “honour and modesty” is an archaic way of expressing the intention to protect women from sexual abuse. Thirdly, special treatment should be afforded to pregnant women and mothers of babies and young children (specifics detailed below). In short, women must be treated at least as well as men and in some ways more favourably.

The ICRC Commentary reflects the necessity of considering women’s particular circumstances in interpreting Geneva law as a whole, not just where this issue is explicitly flagged.

“Does this privilege cover all the provisions of the Convention or, on the contrary, does it only refer to those provisions which make express reference to it? In our view, this reference tends to strengthen the scope of the principle rather than to limit it.”

The dictate of Article 14 is specifically noted in the ICRC Commentary as being relevant to the protection of prisoners from public curiosity and insults, provisions for food and clothing and conditions for transfer, among others. However, sex is not explicitly mentioned in the relevant articles.

“Women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against rape, enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault.” (Article 27, Fourth Geneva Convention)

The ICRC Commentary interprets this specific obligation as arising from the general concern for women’s honour and family rights, but also for respect for their person. In that regard, they are entitled to special protection, in addition to the ordinary safeguards which shield them along with men. The Commentary expresses outrage at the sexual atrocities against women committed during the Second World War (which were inadequately prosecuted afterwards), followed by a broad condemnation, as follows:

“These acts [rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault] are and remain prohibited in all places and in all circumstances, and women, whatever their nationality, race, religious beliefs, age, marital status or social condition have an absolute right to respect for their honour and their modesty, in short, for their dignity as women.”

Protocol 1 asserts a similar rule: “Women shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected in particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent assault.” (Protocol 1, Article 76, from Chapter II – “Measures in Favour of Women and Children”)

Women in detention and internment

In addition to the general provisions for the protection of all women, women who are detained or imprisoned in connection with a conflict are to be afforded particular treatment:

- separate dormitories and conveniences must be provided for women prisoners of war (even during disciplinary punishment) and women internees (except when interned along with a family unit) and other women detainees (Geneva III, Articles 25, 29, 97; Geneva IV, Article 85; Protocol II, Article 5(2)(a))
- female supervision is required for female prisoners of war under disciplinary punishment (under Geneva III) and at all times (under Protocol 1); as well as for women internees and detainees, including those in occupied territory (except when held with a family unit) (Geneva III, Article 97; Geneva IV, Article 76; Protocol I, Article 75(5); Protocol II, Article 5(2)(a))
- women internees are only to be searched by women (Geneva IV, Article 97(4)); in interpreting the gender-specific provisions of the Geneva system, the ICRC has written more broadly that women detainees should be searched by women personnel only
- a female prisoner of war cannot be sentenced or punished in a more severe way than a female member of the armed forces of the detaining power would be. Furthermore, a woman prisoner of war may in no case be “awarded or sentenced to a punishment more severe, or treated whilst undergoing punishment more severely, than a male member of the armed forces of the Detaining Power dealt with for a similar offence” (emphasis added) (Geneva III, Article 88)
- pregnant women and mothers with dependent infants “who are arrested, detained or interned for reasons related to the armed conflict, shall have their cases considered with the utmost priority” (Protocol 1, Article 76(2))
- extra provision of food is to be made, as needed, to interned expectant and nursing mothers (Geneva IV,
Mothers and pregnant women

Pregnant women and so-called maternity cases are often “assimilated... to the sick and wounded” in Geneva law, as the expert Françoise Krill notes. Such women are afforded special protection, usually, but not exclusively, under this rubric.

- mothers and pregnant women should receive special treatment in regards to medical care (Geneva IV, Article 91)
- hospitals (and their personnel and land and air vehicles) for the care of wounded and, *inter alia*, “maternity cases” must be protected and respected; they may in “no circumstances be the object of attack” (Geneva IV, Articles 18, 20, 21 and 22)
- states must allow free passage of foodstuffs and supplies to pregnant women and nursing mothers (Geneva IV, Article 23)
- detaining powers must supply extra provisions of food, as needed, to interned expectant and nursing mothers (Geneva IV, Article 89)
- pregnant women and nursing mothers are to be given priority in the distribution of relief supplies (Protocol I, Article 70)
- states parties are to consider the possibility of establishing safety zones for, among others, pregnant women and mothers with children under seven (Geneva IV, Article 14)
- parties should endeavour to evacuate “maternity cases,” namely women about to give birth or in the process of giving birth, from conflict zones (Geneva IV, Article 17)
- attempts should be made at early repatriation, release or accommodation in a neutral country for interned pregnant women and mothers with infants and young children, among others (Geneva IV, Article 132)
- maternity cases among internees in occupied territory must be admitted to medical facilities where they may receive adequate care; that care must be the same as that available to the population at large (Geneva IV, Article 91)
- maternity cases among internees should not be transferred if this would be detrimental to their health, unless their safety so requires (Geneva IV, Article 127)
- as aliens and in occupied territory, pregnant women and mothers of children under seven are to be accorded the same preferential treatment as those categories among nationals of that state. (Geneva IV, Article 38)
- occupying powers cannot alter preferential measures for pregnant women and mothers of children under seven that were in effect prior to the occupation (Geneva IV, Article 50)
- the death penalty is “to the maximum extent feasible” not to be imposed on pregnant women or those with dependant infants for an offence related to the conflict; in any case such sentences are not to be carried out (Protocol 1, Article 76(3))
- death sentences are not to be carried out on pregnant women in internal armed conflict (Protocol II, Article 6(4))
  - as noted above, pregnant women and mothers with dependent infants “who are arrested, detained or interned for reasons related to the armed conflict, shall have their cases considered with the utmost priority” (Protocol 1, Article 76(2))

12. International humanitarian law

prohibiting gender-specific abuses

Prevention of rape and other sexual abuse

“Women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honour, in particular against rape,
enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent assault.” (Geneva IV, Article 27) This provision protects women from harm committed by agents of states of which they are not nationals during international armed conflict and occupation.

“Women shall be the object of special respect and shall be protected in particular against rape, forced prostitution and any other form of indecent assault.” (Protocol I Article 76(1)) This applies to all women in the territory of parties to an international conflict or in occupied territory, within the scope of Protocol I.

“The following acts against... [persons taking no part in the hostilities] are and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever: ...outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault” (Protocol II, Article 4(2)) This applies to women in non-international armed conflict.

A similar rule against “outrages upon personal dignity” is found in Protocol I. However, it prohibits “in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault” without specific mention of rape. (Protocol I, Article 75(2)(b)) Nevertheless, given the language of Protocol II quoted immediately above, this must be read by implication to include rape as a form of outrage on personal dignity. Furthermore, threats to commit such abuses are also absolutely forbidden. (Protocol I, Article 75(2)(e))

The ICRC Commentary to Geneva III, Article 14, weaves together a number of specific provisions of that Convention, making clear that they are aimed at preventing sexual assaults on women prisoners of war. These include providing separate housing (Article 25), sanitary installations (Article 29) and differential execution of punishment for women prisoners (Articles 97 and 108). Additionally, this encompasses provisions protecting prisoners in general from insults and public curiosity (Article 13(2)), limiting the nature of questioning and interrogation (Article 17) and requiring adequate clothing to be provided (Article 27).

Prohibition of rape and other sexual violence during conflict

Rape and other sexual abuse by state officials or with their instigation, consent or acquiescence, and in detention, or by organized armed groups, constitute torture or ill-treatment. Rape and sexual abuse of women in such contexts – as in any context – also clearly constitute forms of violence against women. Therefore, a number of other provisions of Geneva law may be considered, by implication, to outlaw these practices. (Some of these are of particular legal significance in relation to grave breaches of international humanitarian law, see below). These provisions include:

In international armed conflict:

- the wounded and sick on land and sea and the shipwrecked must be respected, protected and treated humanely; protected from violence and torture (Geneva I and II Article 12)
- enemy civilians must not commit violence against the wounded and sick covered by the treaty (Geneva I, Article 18)
- prisoners of war must be treated humanely, “physical mutilation” is prohibited, as are “acts of violence or intimidation”, insults and exposure to public curiosity. “Any unlawful act or omission by the Detaining Power causing death or seriously endangering the health of a prisoner of war... is prohibited and will be regarded as a serious breach of the present Convention.” (Geneva III, Article 13)
- prisoners of war are entitled to respect “for their persons and their honour” (Geneva III, Article 14)
- “Women shall be treated with all the regard due to their sex” (Geneva III, Article 14)
- prisoners of war may not be tortured, coerced, threatened, or insulted in interrogation (Geneva III, Article 17)
- protected persons are entitled to respect for their persons, honour, and family rights, and to be humanely treated and protected from violence (Geneva IV, Article 27)
- state parties may take no measure that causes physical suffering of protected persons. They must not commit acts of torture, mutilation or “any other measures of brutality whether applied by civilian or military agents” (Geneva IV, Article 32)
- “torture of all kinds, whether physical or mental” of persons in the power of a party to the conflict is prohibited (Protocol I, Article 75(2)(a)(ii))
- mutilation (must be read to include sexual mutilation) is prohibited (Protocol I, Article 75(2)(a)(iv))

In internal armed conflict:

- torture, mutilation and other forms of violence are prohibited (Protocol II, Article 4(2)(a))
- the wounded, sick and shipwrecked shall be collected and cared for, respected, protected nd treated humanely (Protocol II, Articles 7, 8)
- individual civilians shall not be subject to attack. Acts or threats of violence for the primary purpose of
spreading terror among the civilian population shall not be tolerated (Protocol II, Article 13)
- people not taking a direct part in the hostilities shall be treated humanely and in a non-discriminatory fashion. They are entitled to respect for their person and honour (Protocol II, Article 4(1))
- violence to the health and physical or mental well-being of people, cruel treatment, torture and mutilation are forbidden (Protocol II, Article 4(2)(a))
- “slavery and the slave trade in all their forms” are prohibited (Protocol II, Article 4(2)(f))

Common Article 3 contains the following provisions relevant to the prohibition of rape and other sexual violence:
- Common Article 3 (1)(a) prohibits violence to the person including “mutilation, cruel treatment and torture”
- Common Article 3 (1)(c) prohibits “outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment”
13. Abuses that disproportionately affect women

The Beijing Platform for Action notes that “Civilian victims, mostly women and children, often outnumber casualties among combatants.” Gardam and Jarvis have argued that the legal principle of Geneva law which is most important for women during the conduct of hostilities is that of non-combatant immunity. This principle is a cornerstone of international humanitarian law. It requires parties to the conflict to distinguish between civilians (and other non-combatants) and combatants at all times and to refrain from targeting civilians and other non-combatants.

This principle, also known as the principle of distinction, is a norm of customary international humanitarian law. It does not, unfortunately, amount to a total prohibition on killing or injuring civilians. Parties to a conflict must distinguish civilians and other non-combatants from combatants. They must only target combatants, but they are not prohibited from launching an attack on military targets, knowing that some civilians will be killed, subject to the principles of necessity and proportionality.

Protocol I offers detailed rules (Articles 48 to 58) for how this is to be implemented (in international and self-determination related conflicts). It may therefore be seen as particularly important for women.

Protocol I, Article 51 prohibits:

- direct attacks on civilians
- acts with the primary purpose of spreading terror among civilians
- reprisals against civilians
- using civilians as a shield for military operations
- indiscriminate attacks

Indiscriminate attacks are:

- those not specifically targeting a particular military objective
- those which employ an inherently indiscriminate method or means, such as an indiscriminate weapon
- those which treat a group of military targets, which may be separated by civilian areas, as one target

Article 51(5)(b) also elaborates the crucial principle of proportionality. This prohibits:

“an attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.”

Many of these vital provisions are also thought to constitute norms of customary international law, and therefore binding on states that are not party to Protocol I. However, this issue is hotly contested, for example by official representatives of the USA, the only permanent member of the UN Security Council not to have ratified this Protocol. The USA recognizes many of the provisions but not all as reflecting customary international law.

In non-international armed conflict, the most common form in our time, the rules governing the means and methods of combat have not been very well developed, leaving women and others particularly vulnerable. Protocol II, Article 13, provides general norms to protect the civilian population from the effects of conflict.

Protocol II, Article 13 prohibits:

- direct targeting of civilians
- the use of acts of violence or threats thereof to terrorize the civilian population.

However, as Gardam and Jarvis have noted:

“...Protocol II contains no specific limitations on the means and methods of combat. There is no prohibition against indiscriminate attacks or any requirement as to proportionality, no prohibition on the civilian population being used as a shield against military operations, and no prohibition against reprisals.”

However, it is safe to state that the prohibitions on targeting civilians and indiscriminate attacks, the requirement of proportionality and the prohibition on reprisals against civilians are norms of customary international law as regards non-international and internal conflicts as well as international ones. The norms in Geneva law regulating the conduct of internal armed conflict should be understood in the context of existing and developing customary rules in the area. The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court has made a further significant contribution in this regard (see below).

Violations of Geneva law may be divided into grave breaches, specifically enumerated in the four Geneva Conventions and in Protocol I, and other acts contrary to the provisions of the Conventions. Protocol II does not make distinctions between different violations. Parties to the Conventions and Protocol I are to “take measures necessary for the suppression of” any contravention of the rules, whether considered a grave breach or not.205

With regard to grave breaches, all state parties must:

- enact laws that give rise to individual criminal responsibility for grave breaches of international humanitarian law (for both those who have ordered and those who have committed such breaches)
- criminalize such conduct and the ordering of such conduct
- search for the alleged perpetrators (including those who gave the orders)
- exercise jurisdiction over such alleged perpetrators by bringing them before its courts in trials in accordance with humanitarian law protections for defendants
- or turn them over to another state that will do so

Furthermore, no state may excuse itself or any other from legal responsibility for the commission of grave breaches. Experts have decried the fairly universal failure to live up to these standards with regard to most allegations of grave breaches, including those committed against women.

There is no explicit reference to gender-based abuses in the list of grave breaches found in the four Geneva Conventions and Protocol I. However, the torture of women is clearly a grave breach of these treaties, and this undoubtedly includes rape and many other forms of sexual abuse, such as sexual mutilation. A number of other provisions of particular relevance to violence against women in wartime are included.

Grave breaches

The following provisions define grave breaches:

- Geneva I, Article 50; Geneva II, Article 51; Geneva III, Article 130:
  - includes “torture or inhuman treatment” and “wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health” of protected persons
- Geneva IV, Article 147:
  - contains the same relevant provisions as those above, but also includes others which may be of particular concern with regard to gender-based abuses (like sexual slavery and trafficking in women) such as unlawful deportation or transfer, and unlawful confinement of a protected person
- Protocol I, Article 85:
  - contains the same relevant provisions as those above, but also refers to making the civilian population or individual civilians the object of attack (85(3)(a)); launching an indiscriminate attack knowing this will cause excessive loss to civilians (85(3)(b)); attacking a person knowing that person is hors de combat (85(3)(e)); transfer (85(4)(a))

Protocol II contains no provisions defining grave breaches, but serious violations of Protocol II are war crimes under the statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, the International Criminal Court, the Special Court for Sierra Leone and the International Panels for East Timor. They are also criminalized widely in national legislation.

War crimes

What does the expression “war crime” mean? A war crime is “a violation of the laws and customs of war” which is of a certain level of seriousness. The term “war crime” only appears once in the Geneva Conventions.204 Protocol I, however, states that grave breaches of its terms or those of the four Geneva Conventions constitute war crimes. (Article 85(5)) In addition, serious violations of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I not explicitly specified as grave breaches may still constitute war crimes and therefore entail international criminal responsibility.

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (Article 8(2)) (see below) names and punishes certain offences that fit in this category (serious violations of international humanitarian law not explicitly designated
grave breaches including rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy and enforced sterilization. Still, the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I themselves place a lower level of responsibility on states for the suppression of these other war crimes and violations than for those explicitly recognized as grave breaches.

15. Responsibilities of armed groups under international humanitarian law

International humanitarian law, especially common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II, also applies to the actions of armed groups. Common Article 3, which specifically provides that “each Party to the conflict” is bound by its provisions, obviously applies to armed groups. While Additional Protocol II, like other international humanitarian law treaties, is an agreement between “High Contracting Parties”, Article 1(1) provides that the Protocol applies to situations where a state is fighting “dissident armed forces or other organized armed groups.” State practice affirms that armed groups are seen as bound by both of these standards as groups, in addition to the provision of individual responsibility for group members.205 (For a summary of the obligations detailed in Protocol II and common Article 3, see above.) This has been supported by the International Court of Justice in the Nicaragua case206 and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in the Tablada case with regards to common Article 3.207 In the latter case, the Inter-American Commission noted that,

“Common Article 3’s mandatory provisions expressly bind and apply equally to both parties to internal conflicts, i.e., government and dissident forces. Moreover the obligation to apply Common Article 3 is absolute for both parties and independent of the obligation of the other.”208

The UN Commission on Human Rights has also called on armed groups to observe Protocol II.209

The relevance of the provisions is without regard to the consent of the armed groups in question, unlike states which have the sovereign right to decide whether to ratify a treaty or not. In fact, some armed groups have tried to adhere officially to international humanitarian law treaties, a practice which has usually been opposed by governments.210 In any case this is not explicitly permitted under the terms of these treaties, although special arrangements, like those used in the former Yugoslavia, are encouraged. Armed groups are bound by the international humanitarian law treaties ratified by the state on whose territory they operate.

A separate mention must be made of “national liberation movements,” a set of groups to whom Protocol I may apply. The exact definition of such groups is difficult to apply, but in the terms of the Protocol, includes those:

“fighting against colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist regimes in the exercise of their right of self-determination, as enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.”211

Such groups are allowed to make a declaration to the effect that they will be bound by the Conventions and Protocol I.212

In addition to international humanitarian law treaties, customary international law binds armed groups. As seen above, Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions has been recognized as reflecting customary international norms. As such, the rules in Common Article 3 are applicable to all parties to all conflicts, regardless of ratification of the Geneva Conventions. This is largely a non-issue due to the widespread, although not universal, ratification of the four Conventions. On the other hand this is very much a live issue with regard to Protocol II. Aspects of this more detailed but less widely applicable standard have been invoked as customary norms by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. The UN Commission on Human Rights has gone so far as to cite Protocol II in relation to armed groups in states that are not parties to Protocol II.

Hence, these specified provisions of international humanitarian law can and should be used to hold armed groups responsible for their often grave and systematic violence against women in armed conflict. The procedures of international criminal law bolster accountability in this area.
Part Four: INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW

16. International criminal law

Early international criminal law codes penalized gender-based abuses both in international and non-international armed conflict. They were included in the Lieber Code of 1863 (section 44), and in the list prepared in 1919 by the Commission on Responsibilities, and were cited at the Versailles Peace Conference of 1919. These early codes were inadequate in their coverage of gender-based crimes and failed to enforce restitution, although other, more general provisions were thought to cover such offences. For example, the London Charter that created the Nuremberg Tribunal after the Second World War did not mention the offence of rape. However, Control Council Law No. 10, which served as the basis for prosecuting some low-level Nazi officials, did list rape as a crime against humanity.

The Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal did charge rape as an offence but used one of the Hague Regulations covering “family honour” as the basis for such prosecutions. Furthermore, it utterly failed to confront the horror of the systematic sexual slavery practiced by the Japanese military. This situation has been greatly ameliorated, particularly during the 1990s with the renaissance of international criminal law.

Ad hoc international criminal tribunals

The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (1993) and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (1994) were set up by the UN Security Council to address violations of international law in these two country situations. In their statutes, rape is listed as among the crimes against humanity, when part of an attack on a civilian population, within the tribunals’ jurisdiction. In practice, the jurisprudence of these two tribunals has recognized rape and other forms of sexual abuse as “among the most serious” of offences and they have been “charged and prosecuted as such”. For example, rape and other forms of sexual violence have been prosecuted as constitutive elements of genocide, torture and other inhumane acts.

Rape, enforced prostitution and indecent assault are explicitly included in the statute of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda as violations of common Article 3 and Protocol II.

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, in the case of Akayesu, found an accused guilty of rape for failing, as an official, to prevent or stop rape, rather than for personally raping. The Tribunal considered rape to amount to torture and, in the circumstances, found mass rape, as part of “measures intended to prevent births within the group,” to constitute an act of genocide.

In the cases of Akayesu and Celebici, rape was identified specifically as an act of torture when perpetrated by or at the instigation of a public official, and in the case of Furundzija, when it takes place during interrogation. In the case of Kunarac et al (known as Foca), the defendants were convicted of rape as a crime against humanity and rape as a violation of the laws and customs of war (under Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions).

The tribunals convicted men of acts such as sexual enslavement, forced nudity and sexual humiliation – in addition to rape and sexual assault – thus recognizing such acts as serious international crimes.

The ad hoc tribunals addressed the impunity of members of armed forces and also of civilians. The tribunals confirmed that breaches of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions are war crimes. This means that members of armed groups, as well as members of official armies, can be held criminally responsible for their acts.

The rules of procedure and evidence of the tribunals, particularly of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, also made advances in addressing violence against women. While conscious of the need to protect defendants’ rights, the sensitivities of victims and witnesses were a significant concern. To protect those willing to testify from the shame and stigma so often associated with rape, and from being targeted for new attacks by their assailants or others, the rules permitted the use of pseudonyms; allowed voices and photographic images to be electronically disguised; and agreed that transcripts could be edited to remove any reference to victims’ identities.

Other customary difficulties in sexual assault cases, which are also common to such cases in peacetime, were addressed. Sexual assaults and rape are often defined in terms of specific physical parts. For example, rape is defined in many jurisdictions as penetration of a vagina by a penis. The many different types of sexual attack, such as forced oral sex and insertion of objects into women’s bodies, cannot be covered by such a restrictive definition. In the Akayesu case, the concept of “invasion” was developed, defining rape as “a physical invasion of a sexual
nature”. This line of development was pursued so that the definition of rape as a crime against humanity for the International Criminal Court reflects it. Article 7(1)(g) (1) of the Elements of Crimes defines one element of the crime of rape thus: “The perpetrator invaded the body of a person by conduct resulting in the penetration however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.”

The Akayesu case defined rape as taking place in “circumstances which are coercive” and this line of reasoning has been used in many cases since. This is important, as international law recognizes that in situations of armed conflict, normal ideas of consent to sexual relationships cannot be seen as applying, given the circumstances of coercion and fear of violence.

In many jurisdictions, it is difficult for a woman to persuade the court that she did not consent to sex, which usually leads to a finding that she was not raped and the acquittal of the perpetrator. In the tribunals, consent was not allowed as a defence if the victim had been subjected to, threatened with, or had reason to fear duress, detention or psychological oppression, or believed that if she did not submit, another person might be assaulted, threatened or put in fear.

The prior sexual conduct of the victim is frequently brought to the attention of courts to imply that she would be more likely to agree to sex and less likely to have been raped. The rules of procedure of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia do not allow evidence of prior sexual conduct to be admitted as evidence.

The Tribunals were innovative and responsive to women’s needs in recommending protective measures for victims and witnesses. They provided counselling and support for them, particularly in cases of rape and sexual assault. Support units for victims and witnesses were established by both tribunals, mandated to adopt a gender-sensitive approach and give due consideration to the appointment of qualified women gender specialists.

**International Criminal Court**

Thanks to the efforts of the women’s human rights movement, in particular the Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice, as well as Amnesty International and other human rights organizations, gender-based offences are specifically enumerated in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (1998). They are therefore explicitly included within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court. These include rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization and “other forms of sexual violence”. These acts are criminalized as crimes against humanity, Article 7(1)(g); as war crimes in international armed conflict, Article 8(2)(b)(xxii), and as war crimes in non-international armed conflict, Article 8(2)(e)(vi)). The crime of sexual slavery received its first treaty recognition, and trafficking in persons was recognized as a form of enslavement for the first time.

Gender-based persecution of groups is criminalized in Article 7(1)(b), and enslavement, including “the exercise of such power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children” in Article 7(1)(c). Both of these practices are considered crimes against humanity.

The International Criminal Court Rules of Procedure and Evidence built on achievements of the tribunals regarding principles of evidence, in camera procedures, witness and victim protection, and gender sensitivity. The International Criminal Court was also empowered to award reparations. The need to ensure a “fair representation” of female and male judges was acknowledged, as well as to appoint experts in sexual and gender violence as staff in the Registry and Office of the Prosecutor. The election of seven women judges in February 2003 will hopefully be a step in that direction.

Major progress has been made in setting up the International Criminal Court since the entry into force of the Rome Statute on 1 July 2002. Ninety-seven states – almost half the international community – have ratified the Rome Statute, committing themselves to investigate and prosecute people accused of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes in their national courts. The International Criminal Court will step in only when national courts are unable or unwilling to do so.

On 23 June 2004, following a referral by the government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the International Criminal Court Prosecutor announced the opening of the court’s first investigation into “serious crimes” committed in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. This investigation will include crimes against humanity and war crimes such as murder, rape and torture that were committed after the International Criminal Court’s jurisdiction began on 1 July 2002.

It is to be hoped that when the International Criminal Court begins its important work of prosecuting the most serious offences in the world, it will give thorough attention to violence against women in conflict.
Part Five: INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE LAW

17. International and regional refugee law

Refugee law is another body of international law that is important to women caught in armed conflict. International refugee law is closely connected to human rights law and international humanitarian law. Its role is to address the situation whereby an individual is forced to flee his or her country of origin to seek international protection as a result of fearing or suffering violations of basic human rights. The distinct problem of internal displacement, or dislocation within the borders of one’s own country, is discussed below. According to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 75 to 80 per cent of the world’s refugees and internally displaced persons are women and children, making standards in these areas crucial for women’s rights advocates.

Refugee treaties

The 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees are the principal international instruments dealing with the plight of refugees. The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee Convention) sets out the definition of a refugee as well as the standards of treatment that are to be accorded to refugees. The Convention’s applicability was universalized through the adoption of the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees which removed the geographical and time limitations contained in the Refugee Convention.

Article 1A(2) of the Refugee Convention defines a refugee as:

“any person who...owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his [or her] nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself [or herself] of the protection of that country...”

The definition of a refugee requires that a person is outside his or her country and therefore does not cover internally displaced persons. (For discussion of standards related to internal displacement, see below.) The Refugee Convention’s focus on civil or political status as being the reason for persecution means that refugees fleeing situations of generalized violence or conflict or serious disturbances of public order may not fall within the scope of the Convention.

Regional standards

Two regional instruments provide a broader scope of refugee protection than that explicitly stipulated in the Refugee Convention: the 1969 Organization for African Unity Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa; and the 1984 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees. Both instruments take the Refugee Convention as their starting point and expand the Convention’s definition of a refugee to take account of other causes of flight including generalized violence, internal conflicts, massive violations of human rights, external aggression, occupation or foreign domination.

Refugee law and gender

The Refugee Convention does not include any specific references to gender or the situation of women fleeing armed conflict in search of international protection. A gender-inclusive and gender-sensitive interpretation of the Convention’s provisions is however required on the basis of the Convention’s text, object and purpose. Whereas gender is not an independently enumerated ground for Convention protection, developments in state practice and case law since the 1990s have contributed to a greater recognition of the protection needs of refugee women. Gender-related claims have been recognized by many states as being within the ambit of the “social group” category of the Refugee Convention. Gender has also been increasingly recognized as an important factor when looking into claims based on any of the other Convention grounds. Forms of gender-related violence, including sexual violence, have further been acknowledged as being persecution within the meaning of the Refugee Convention, including when committed by non-state actors.

The Refugee Convention makes no direct references to the concept of asylum or the conditions under which
it is to be granted. Rather, it provides for the principle of non-refoulement. It stipulates in Article 33 that:

“no Contracting State shall expel or return (‘refouler’) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his [or her] life or freedom would be threatened...”

Article 3 of the 1984 Convention against Torture, Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and Article 3 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms have also been invoked to provide protection from refoulement based on the danger of being subjected to torture. The principle of non-refoulement has been widely recognized as a rule of customary international law and therefore binding on all states independently of assent to specific treaties.

Non-treaty standards relating to refugee women

The Conclusions of the Executive Committee (EXCOM) of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) describe state consensus on important protection policies and practices and set international protection standards.240 Although not binding in nature, states are expected to pay “due regard” to EXCOM Conclusions when meeting their protection obligations.241 EXCOM has adopted a number of Conclusions that refer to the specific situation and problems of refugee women. They include a number of recommendations for appropriate measures to be taken to guarantee protection from violence, threats to physical safety or exposure to sexual abuse or harassment.242

Among the Conclusions of UNHCR’s Executive Committee, 1993 EXCOM Conclusion No. 73 (XLIV) and 2003 EXCOM Conclusion No. 98 (LIV) deal specifically with refugee protection and sexual violence and protection from sexual abuse and exploitation. They urge states to adopt and implement concrete measures to prevent and combat sexual violence and exploitation including: the development and implementation of training programmes targeting law enforcement officers and members of the military; implementation of effective, non-discriminatory legal remedies for victims of sexual violence; and activities aiming at empowering refugee women and other vulnerable groups and enhancing their participation in decision-making processes.

Practical advice to all those involved in international protection activities is provided by UNHCR’s Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women243 and Sexual and Gender-based Violence against Refugees, Returnees and Internally Displaced Persons: Guidelines for Prevention and Response.244 The latter document provides an overview of root causes and consequences of sexual-based violence. It makes recommendations on: prevention strategies; working with children subjected to or at risk of sexual and gender-based violence; establishing multi-sectoral response systems; and setting up evaluation mechanisms for measuring the impact of actions designed to protect against sexual and gender-based violence. It also explains the concept of gender-related persecution and how to apply it when working with asylum-seekers. This is an area addressed in detail by UNHCR’s Guidelines on International Protection: Gender-Related Persecution within the context of Article 1A (2) of the 1951 Convention and/or its 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.245 Guidance on how to address problems of sexual and gender-based violence is further provided in the Inter-agency Field Manual on Reproductive Health in Refugee Situations produced by the World Health Organization (WHO), the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) and UNHCR.246

In 2001, the UNHCR made five commitments to refugee women, aimed at improving their legal and material protection and assistance. UNHCR offices are to incorporate these commitments in their work. They include a recognition that “sexual and gender-based violence continues to be a severe impediment to the advancement of women and the enjoyment of their rights” and a commitment to developing integrated country-level strategies to address such violence.247

Internally displaced persons

The Refugee Convention definition of a refugee requires that a person be outside his or her country, and therefore does not cover internally displaced persons. Nevertheless, by analogy, refugee law and UNHCR guidance can be useful when establishing guidelines or standards of protection for internally displaced persons, given the similarities in the experiences of refugees and the internally displaced. UNHCR policy has also direct application in situations where the UNHCR has been called to act on behalf of internally displaced persons in certain situations at the request of the UN General Assembly or the UN Secretary-General.

The UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement,248 based upon existing international humanitarian law and human rights norms, set out the international standards for providing assistance and protection to internally displaced persons. These are to guide the work of governments and international organizations working with the internally displaced. According to this standard, internally displaced persons are those:
“who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or man-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized border.”

Principle 11 is of relevance to protection from gender-related violence. This refers to the right to dignity and physical, mental and moral integrity and sets out the obligation to provide protection against:

“(a) rape, mutilation, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, and other outrages upon personal dignity, such as acts of gender-specific violence, forced prostitution and any form of indecent assault; (b) slavery or any contemporary form of slavery, such as sale into marriage, sexual exploitation, or forced labour of children; and (c) acts of violence intended to spread terror among internally displaced persons.”

Furthermore, Principle 19 provides for special attention to be paid to the health needs of women, including “appropriate counselling for victims of sexual and other abuses”.

In the application of all of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, discrimination on the basis of sex is explicitly prohibited (Principle 4(A)). Furthermore, expectant mothers, mothers with young children and female heads of household are explicitly “entitled to protection and assistance required by their condition and to treatment which takes into account their special needs.” (Principle 4(B))
Part Six: CONCLUSIONS

18. Is new international law needed to protect women in armed conflict?

The official position of the ICRC is that sufficient rules exist in international humanitarian law to prevent violence against women in armed conflict. However, the real problem is the failure to implement this law. According to the ICRC, “If women have to bear so many of the tragic effects of conflict, it is not because of any shortcomings in the rules protecting them, but because those rules are not observed.” It repeatedly calls on governments to respect and implement existing rules.

Françoise Krill wrote in 1985 that:

“If women in real life are not always protected as they should be, it is not due to the lack of a legal basis... The international community will not succeed in remedying this situation merely by adopting new rules. Most of all, it must see that the rules already in force are respected.”

A number of contemporary feminist critics disagree and suggest that the language of the rules of international humanitarian law regarding women, especially as reflected in the Commentaries on the Geneva Conventions, is archaic and reflects stereotypical ideas about women that perpetuate discrimination and hence violence itself. Furthermore, Gardam and Jarvis have concluded that it is “apparent from a comparison between the reality of armed conflict for women... and the existing relevant norms of international law, that the latter are inadequate.”

They suggest several possible strategies to address this problem. One is the approach of law reform in the specific form of a new treaty on women and armed conflict. Another is the reinterpretation of existing provisions with a gender perspective. These authors recognize the political difficulties potentially involved in a new treaty drafting exercise, given the need to preserve existing norms of international humanitarian law which some states might like to weaken. However, in noting the plethora of standards which have been produced in this field in recent years, they suggest the possibility of a comprehensive instrument to draw these together. In their view, this could take the form of a UN General Assembly resolution or Guiding Principles on Women and Armed Conflict, inspired by the analogous standard prepared on Internal Displacement.

Another idea which has garnered widespread support is the updating of the Commentaries on the Geneva Conventions and Protocols from a fully gender-sensitive perspective. This could be prepared as a supplement that does not undermine the existing ICRC Commentaries. This idea has been endorsed by the Special Rapporteur on violence against women and by non-governmental organizations. All of these approaches could be important steps towards greater protection for women in war. However, any such effort would need to be balanced with a great emphasis on full and universal implementation of existing rules which would go a long way towards the protection of women in conflict.

19. Conclusions

This report has sought to outline the main principles of international law applicable to violence against women in armed conflict and to review the principal international instruments which codify it.

Pre-conflict situations, conflicts and post-conflict situations are complex. Different strands of international law apply in a sometimes overlapping and often confusing way to different situations.

It is important to keep in mind, however, that basic considerations of humanity apply to all conflicts, as do the non-derogable provisions of international human rights law and any other human rights law which has not actually been derogated from. The basic considerations of humanity are provided for in international humanitarian treaty rules which reflect customary international legal norms. In effect both humanitarian and human rights law unite to form one overarching set of legal rules. Violence against women is prohibited at all times, in all its forms, by all strands of international law discussed here. Acts of violence against women constitute violations of non-derogable human rights when perpetrated by state officials, or when states fail to exercise due diligence to protect women and girls from violence by non-state actors. Such forms of violence, as well as
gender-based abuses by armed groups, may also constitute breaches, including grave breaches, of international humanitarian law; and they also constitute crimes under international criminal law, where such violence is extensive or particularly severe.

Pointing to the exact legal provisions breached in a particular circumstance may be straightforward, but making states and armed groups apply these provisions is much more difficult. Amnesty International hopes that this report will assist women survivors of violence, and any person advocating for or working with women victims of violence, to use the law to secure justice and remedies for women.
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